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"Timeless, yet thoroughly modem. 
.^Vlusi© without frontiers, Goldfrapp 
should find themselves the latest Mute 
act to please a Worldwide audience," 
Nigel Harding, Music Week 

RADIO 
• Playlists and support from Radio 1 

Radio 2, XFM, GCAB EMAB SRH. 

1 Performances : 14, TRL, Channel 4, 
Popworld. Video : Exclusive screeriing on 
Channel 4. Adds to MTV, The Box, QTV, 
Amp, Chart Show and B4 networks. 

PRESS 
• Covers, features & fead reviews 

in ail areas of music, lifestyle, gay, 
womens, dapce, style, weekend, 
broadsheet, & daily press, 

MARKETING ' Vv ^ 
• National & Digital TV Marketing 

release of Ooh'la La & Supernature,■*. 
National Street, Outdopr &,Print Advértising.v^^g^ 
Relaunch of the award winHîr^^^fe 
with great exclusive' audi^ & viéual content, 
Extensive online, digitdl'^ mobile 
marketing campaign. 

HT 
LIVE 
• Performances at V20b5, TDK, yn 

Big Gay Out, Manumission & fdrÙK 
tour in October already selling out. 

CLUB J 
• Pete Tongs Essentiel New Tune, 

Buzz Chart No. 1, Massive club reactions. 
Huge remix package from Benny Benassi, 
Tiefschwarz & Phones. 

OOH LA LA 
SINGLE RELEASED 8TH AUGUST 
AVAILABLE ON CD, DVD & 
LIMITED EDITION CD (1 WEEK ONLY). 
SUPERNATURE 
ALBUM RELEASED 22ND AUGUST 
AVAILABLE ON CD, LIMITED 
EDITION CD WITH BONUS DVD & VINYL. 

w.mute.com 
w.goldffapp.co.uk 
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November event wins heavyweight Channel 4 support inciuding fortnight of documentaries 

Hall Of Famé gets TV boost 

This was presented last year to Island founder Chris Blackwell. The two weeks of TV shows leading up to the event will begin with a three-and-a half-hour show celebrating the 50 higgest-selling artists who are still active today. Other shows will include a feature on John PeeTs record collection. Talks are taking place regard- ing a venue for the event, as well as a permanent UK Music Hall Of Famé, along the lines of the US muséum in Cleveland, although the Millennium Dome looks to be a favourite location.  

Crazy Frog leads 
leap for singles 
Big singles from the likesof 
Crazy Frog and Tony 
Christie, plus blockbuster 
albums, drove sales in 
quartertwo |)7 
This fire still 
burns brightly 
MW reçoives an exclusive previewof the second 
album from Mercury 
Prize and Brit winners 
Franz Ferdinand p8 
Tuning intothe 
future of radio 
A panel of key radio industry figures offertheirviews on 
key challenges - such as 
the digital révolution - 
which lie ahead plû 
For the latest news 
asithappens,logonto 
l.M^Viaafr 
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by Jim Larkin Channel 4 has thrown its 1 weight behind this year's 1 Music Hall of Famé, lining U] 

documentaries every night in the two weeks before the ceremony itself on November 16, upping 

to the event, with the use of public voting scranned in favour of a 
will décidé ■ Famé. The nightly will also replace last year's TV for- mat, in which contenders from the last five décades were presented over consécutive Sundays. 

Malcolm Gerrie, chief executive of Endemol company Initial, says, "Public vote quite rightly rewarded the big names who have a place in 
feel there should be a place in there for people such as Ray Davies or Tom Waits - and Tve no agenda in mentioning those two - who wouldn't get through on public vote, but who have unquestionably played an important rôle in chang- ing popular music." 

The UK Music Hall Of Famé Steering Group, which will pick the inductees, will comprise names such as Sir George Martin, Harvey Goldsmith, Lucian Grainge, Paul Gambaccini, Trevor Nelson, Dave Stewart and Music Week editor Martin ThlboL The number of inductees for 
lar" to the II recoguised last year, who included the likes of Queen, as well as The Beatles and Michael Jackson. Already, Bob Dvlan has 

F 

Mercury nod lifts 
Johnsons' profile 
The influence of the Nationwide Mercury Prize has heen underlined by Antony & The Johnsons' I Am A Bird Now, which is enjoying a 

The album emerged a industry favc Week canvassed opinion a week ahead of last Tuesday's shortlist announcement, wliile its inclusion instantly prompted an order for 6,000 copies from Tesco. Sales overall on the week rose by around 50%, although the release was yesterday (Sunday) unlikely to enter the Top 75 albums cliart 

Rough Trade has increased its marketing campaign for the album, and ran ads in The Guardian and The Indépendant last Friday. "To date it's heen a press-led campaign," says Jamie Burgess, product manager for the act's label, Rough Trade. "WeTI step tliat up a bit now." The label will buy into the Mercury racking at 

retail and will release the single For Today I Am A Boy on Septemher 5, the day before the awards ceremony. Antony & The Johnsons, who recorded their début album in 1997, have attracted a wealth of critical acclaim with this year's follow-up, which has to date sold 40,000 copies in the UK. G Mercury news, see p4 
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To read ail the 
news as it 
happens each 
day, log on to 
musicweek.com 
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Business as usual 
despile threats CMP 

were expected to go ahead planned as jbromoters conti 

© Virgin Megastores' décision to start 
selling second-hand records potentially 
opens up a can ofworms' - Editorial, p24 

the latest news from the music industry 

Tliursday's attack oti the capital. Gigs by Lenny Kravitz, Jimmy Cliff and Lucinda Williams were due to take place as announced. while last Tliursday's events remained largely maffected by the four minor 

SOOmsoi Store following its ago. Tbe 500 millionth song was bought a weekerd ago by Amy Gr 

académie yearï top-selling UK jtoresearch dingham University. the list are London's Angel Air Studios, Metropolis Studios and Mayfair Studios. O Music journalist Neil McCormick's track People I Dont Know Are Trying To Kill Me, which was penned in the wake of the London bombings and recorded under the name The Gliost Who Wallrs, is released today (Monday) as a download tlirough Endeavour Records. • The BRI heads to Japan. p5 ® Thames Valley University is to become the first collège to offer a masters qualification combining Health studies with music and média. Professional musician Dr Robert Sholl and author/psychologist Andy Evans will run the course from September. hilting illégal 

[HTHOUiytext 
Ifs time to vote again in MWs industry poil. 
Tïiîs week we ask: is it appropriate for high street stores such as Virgin to be selling second-hand CDs? 

The verdict on last week's question - will Top Of The Pops be revitalised in its new Sunday evening slot? - was: 

RI préparés for 
Ibiza party a voucher for 10,000 songs trip to see Coldplay perform 

Ireland. strengthening of its relationship back-end partner Loudeye. The service launched in the UK at the beginning of 2004 and followed with launchès in Austria and Switzerland. • The music industry lost €50m (£34.7m) in 2004 and stands to lose a further €336m (£233m) by 2007 owing to stolen files which have been converted into ringtones, according to new research. Software company Qpass suggests users are saving 15- to 30-second preview clips of music on entertainment and ringtones websites and converting them into ringtones via Bluetooth and infrared. 

► Kerrang! wiil an 
i awards event during Oxford Streefs Virgin Megastores' Day Of Rock on August 9. The event, coming 16 days ahead of the awards ceremony itself at an as-yet-unveiled location, will also include performances from Bullet For My Valentine, Towers Of London, Nine Black Alpsat 

indie's German head office, is to " in the UK on September 26 lereleaseof the album Things Are Strange by New York band Panthers. Four London recording studios have been highlighted as delivering the majority of the 2003/04 

Vital-Pias ties up 
lucrative deal ® Vital-Pias Digital lias completed supply agreements with digital service provider and aggregator MusicNet which provides the back end for the soon-to-be-launched HMV.co.uk site, as well as Cable & Wireless's 24-7 offshoot, which services Media Markt, Tesco and Channel 4. The two deals will add a further 30 digital music outlets to Vital's distribution iist and 
and Benelux's Lyziâ. © Jolinny Marr lias renewed a global deal with Universal Music Pufalisliing ahead of a planned Smiths boxed set in 2006. The long-temi deal covers ail of Marris output with the séminal Eighties band plus material since he spiit with the exception of songs he wrote as part of Electronic. Marr bas been with the publisheris UK company since 2001, • Music culture agency Point Blank bas linked up witli Orange to give 40 16- to 21-year-olds the opportunity to participate in a two-day free workshop teaching OJing and music production skills. The workshops will be offered on a tour that takes in London, Liverpool, Glasgow and Manchester in August and September. O EMI is teaming up with the world's largest Spanish-language média company to create a record label to release songs for the Latin American market. The major is partnering with Grupo Télévisa to create the 50/50 joint venture record company Télévisa EMI Music, based in Mexico. Cut-price download store Wippit    ic Wippit Gear 

I i. Poil operated by STARtxt Votes cost 2Sp, with ail Stflr N yS tW Prafrts 90ing t0 Nt'rd<>ff RobbiMS'To vote' readers 
dedicated to Britpop on the channel. ® Katie Melua secures the title track of a new movie. p6 © John Lennon's last stage appearance figures in a new sériés of Radio Fouris Sony Gold-winning For One Night Only saluting legendary concerts. In the first of three weekly 30-minute new programmes, beginning 

Saturday, August B, will be part of a weekend of célébrations to hpnour Radio One's Oecade In Ibiza. Pete 
live faroadeast from Space. • Tlie Kaiser Chiefs are to headline this yearis 02 NME Rock 'n' Roll Riot Tour. The tour, which will also feature Maxïmo Park and The Cribs, begins at the Manchester Apollo on October 15 before finishing at Glasgow Academy 

rr 

celebrate the launch of Wippit Gear, the store bas Dradnrerl 5n limiioU. i numbered T-shirts designed by fashion designer NickTentis. The range also includes posters, badgers 

• Sunday Best lias announced the full line-up for this yearis Bestival event, with new additions including Clor, Mylo and Sébastian Tellier. The Magic Numbers are to headline tbe Friday night of the September 9-11 event in Newport, Isle of Wight and the Saturday, while the weekend closes with Super Furry Animais. ® DJ magazine will celebrate its lOth anniversary with a sériés of publishing initiatives, events and a party at Ibiza's Pacha on August 13, The 
closing party at Space on October 2, as well as the Pacha party. • Natasba Bedhigfield wins key US radio boost. p5 • Création Records founder Alan McGee and one-time Blur guitarist Graham Coxon are to feature in a BBC4 documentary marking the lOth anniversary of Bluris Country House cliart battle with Roil With It by Oasis. The documentary, by journalist John Marris, airs on Tuesday, " part of a night 

Galaxy chief 
steps up ladder © Chrysalis Radio lias promoted Galaxy 105-106 managing director Martyn Healy to managing director of the entire Galaxy brand. Meanwliile, Mark Flanagan is leaving the group's LBC after eight years to set up his own political lobbying venture and will be replaced by David Uoyd, who moves from managing director of Galaxy 105 and Galaxy 102 to become managing director and programme director ofLBG. ® Nino Severino, who worked on acts such as R Kelly, Britney Spears and Justin Tlmberlake while head of 

Century 106 deputy programme director Andrew Robson tn 
100.7 Heart FM. Robsonspe 

moving to Chiysalis. He bas also worked for local radio stations Vikinq FM and Key 103. • Former BMG Distribution managing director John Henderson is joining Delta Music'sracking subsldiary.   iroleof -   -f Delta Music Merchandising, which supplies audio and video products to non- traditional outlets. « Universal's Clive Fisher is promoted. [14 



News 

News edited by Paul Williams 
Retailer looks to mimic the US shopping experience and bring 'atmosphère' back to stores 

Virgin trials second-hand CD sales 
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HMV fends off criticism of its Guernsey mail-order dépôt 
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TV and radio Findlay, heod of broadcaster Colin music/GCap rcgi Irwin, author. " m ' ' ' ' 

Bird Now (Rougi) Industries); Haid-Fi: 

Début album nominations highlight wealth of UK scene 

Memirys ilominateil 

by new indie talent 

Asdaeyes lower prices 

to build sales volume 

tively unclianged, there's been no great policy shifL AJso it's a very çyciical thing." Necessary Records head Warren Clarke, whose label is rep- resented on the shortlisl by Hard- ;s the débuts reflect the ibrancy of the UK industry. 'I 

Asda bas tiirown down a challenge to music suppliers to lower prices further and to work with it to develop more innovative marketing technigues. 
supermarket lias set itself an ambitions 20% growth target in sales of music, DVDs and games, believing it bas merely scratcbed the surface of wbat it can achieve in turnover and profitability. 1 

driving up impulse buys and dcveloping better supplier partnerships. As part of tins philosophy, Asda is planning an overhaul of 
sections look departmental rénovation," said général manager of entertainment Richard Pearson. Although it undercuts almost every retailer in the country on new CD releases, Pearson says 
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O'How do you think radio will 
be impacted by the digital 
révolution over the next five 
years?' - Radio feature, plO 

British talent raises profile 

through Japanese mission 
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Labels welcome boost after show's move to Sunday 

V2 hails TOTP effect 

for Weller sales rise 

s™ 
around it so by the time of Ihe l months like October, when lots of acts are out and people are buying 
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ryaslooki g course to place h m 

believes the BBC bas made a "bold 
ty the overall mix of the 
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;s of 1.1m, even though shoVs "greater emphasis» on the '■ " mndthe albums chart. "We need that," he 

anteed a boost in sales. "If TOTP 
great for everybody," says BBC parodto44.%whenonBBCl. work for the music industiy and head of production Mark Cooper, "Ail télévision figures in the vve're vety keen for it to work, but who déclarés himself very happy summer are relatively low," he the BBC needs to promote the new with the musical mix of the first adds. "What I want to do is evolve slot and promoto the fact the for- show but stresses the new pro- the show, to have a bit of word of mat bas changedf  

Légal downloads hit file-sharing 

in the first half of this year! 

Kennedy. However, hé adds that 

SCare wdby a bad habit 

Melua to get US push 

from Hollywood tie-up 
Katie Melua's label Dramatico is looking to launch a renewed assault in the US after securing a deal for her to sing the title track of a new DreamWorks movie starring Reese Witherspoon. Melua has recorded a cover of the 1987 Cure hit Just Like Heaven for the film, which is due 
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TOPINDIE Bwjqars Group Démon 5 2% 

Sanctuary 6.9% 12.0% 

Strong-selling singles and blockbuster albums brought labels cheer in the second quarter 

Smash singles lead big leap forward 
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Third Single, 
Débuts at numbeT 
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With Brit Awards and a " 
Mercury Prize to their 
name, Glasgow four-piece 
Franz Ferdinand have not 
rested on the success of 
their début album but 

. pressed on with the job of 
making the follow-up. 

Wâ&m Çfunrf Olarke reoorts 

Franz keep 

moving 

forward 

In an era when gaps between albums are typi- cally measured in years rather than months, Franz Ferdinand have wasted little time in readying their highly-anticipated second album. Reflecting what manager Cerne Canning says is the strong work ethic of the Domino signings, the band gave themselves just one month's break before returning to the studio in February to begin work on the follow-up to 2004's 3m- selling début, setting up camp in a makeshift cottage studio on the outskirts of Glasgow. Overseeing production and mixing the album, which was recorded within six months, was Rich Costey, who the band worked with in 2004 to re- record the hit This Fire and whose crédits include Weezer, Rage Against The Machine, Doves and Bloc Party. Frontman Alex Kapranos says it was not so much a conscious décision to record the second album quickly; rather they were just eager to keep moving forward. "There's an awful trend of bands taking mas- sive araounts of time between records," he says. "I don't think that's because of the artist. I think it just cornes down to the fact that, from an organisational perspective, it takes so long to bring everything together. We said 'Sod this, we wanna get in the studio nowl' "It actually feels like âges since we recorded the fîrst album. I think w quite a headache by releasing it this year." "The band didn't want to spend a year making the second album," adds Canning. "They wanted to keep the artistic momentum and also to make a record that reflected the aesthetic of the band." The homely surrounds of the studio in the Scottish countryside were a welcome contrast to Tambourine Studios in Malmô, Sweden, where the band recorded their self-titled début with Music Week producer of the year Tore Johans- son. Kapranos says the environraent was suited to the creative process and remembers relaxed evenings sitting around in the pub, talking about their favourite records. "In a lot of ways, being in a band and record- mg, you approach it the same way as you would as a consumer. You know, you sit around in a pub and talk about your favourite records. That's the way we approach recording and that was one of the things that appealed to us about recording at home m Scotland. It was really conducive to that environraent. We'd get out abottleof red wine or 
about H " reCOrdS and list:en t0 them and talk 

The album w is recorded live and the band 

8 MUSICWEEK 30.0Z0S 

b -n ■ !. , "uiuug out an tne mis- taKes. Rich kept talking about the strange thing that happens when ail four of us play together," says Kapranos. "There's a level of précision you get as a producer when you build a track up, but Rich was more interested in capturing the char- 
«rmeS When We play togethe>-" album was mixed at Avatar Studios in 
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not many groups that havethe guts to do that; I think it's a really bold move Manhattan, Costey's home stomping ground and a budding which has played a starring rôle in albums such as David Bowle's Let's Dance and Scary Monsters, Dire Straits' Brothers In Arms and Madorma's Like A Virgin. The band's approach to recording highlights, perhaps, a strikingly relaxed attitude - many bands would have felt under immense pressure to follow what was such a hugely successful début. Since its release in February 2004, Franz Ferdinand's first album has sold more than 3m copies worldwide. Adored by the international music press, the band's cosmopolitan appeal has seen them topping the charts from Iceland to Mexico and awards have corne thick and fast, from two Brit Awards in February (for British rock act and British group), three Grammy nom- inations, an Ivor Novello, a US MTV award and the Nationwide Mercury Prize. "The last album just grew and grew," notes Domino Records managing director Lawrence Bell. "It started as this word-of-mouth thing and ended up as this mammoth thing. I wasn't sur- prised by the success, but it certainly surpassed expectations. This time around it's a différent approach in a sense because we're already at a certain level. We can reach more people, go to différent places. You've just got to have total con- fidence in a band that are this good." Bell is notably enthusiastic about the speedy tumaround on the album. "It's a brilliant thing to do and makes it very exciting," he says. "There are not many groups out there that have the guts to do that; I think it's a really bold move. It means the world to them to keep things moving." The label will lead with Do You Want To as the first single, which will be at radio on August 12, ahcad of its commercial release on September 19, while the band will this week head to New York, where they are set to shoot a video with Diane Martel (who has previously worked with Justin Timberlake, Snoop Dogg and N*E*R*D among others). The track was one of a handftil of new songs to be leaked online after the band per- forrned in Russia this year and are currently being hosted on an unofficial band website. In the tradition of their début, the new album will be a self-titled affair with the artwork pro- vidlng the only obvious visual distinction 

between the two. Kapranos says he felt it was important people discovered the album with as few preconceptions as possible. "When we put out the first album, we didn't feel there was a word that summed up the record and when we started to pull the songs together for this album we felt the same," he says. "You don't have to give everything in your life names. I don't think any of us are like that. I like the idea that people will give it their own name." Just as with the campaign for their début album, the artwork will provide a common thread throughout the second album campaign. Linking singles, live dates and online activity, it has already started to appear on tour posters for their upcoming US and Gennan dates. From a commercial viewpoint, Canning has his sights set firmly on exceeding the 3m-plus sales of the band's début album, but believes his raost important rôle as manager is to ensure the band keep having fun. "Success is exciting, but for Franz Ferdinand it has always been the Creative process that is most important and taking that to their fans," he says. "We have tried to keep them playing and being créative to keep that cycle together, so they're never anything more than a creative being." Domino has a licence deal with Sony BMG for the world outside Europe, a relationship which has played a strong part in the "spread" of the band's success, with the first album hitting plat- inum for 1m sales in the US alone (see right). The relationship with the major will see the band continuing to innovate. In the US, Sony BMG will release the new album in the Dual Disc format - which combines DVD and CD content on one two-sided dise - with a bonus dise giving UK fans access to the same material. Bell notes that the label has seen a 30% spike in sales since the introduction of the Dual Disc, which has been hailed by the major's global chief Andy Lack as a key priority going forward. "It's pretty important for Sony BMG and, from the band's perspective, it's an opportunity to give their fans more content." For Kapranos, the main goal is simply to move fonvard. "The bands that manage to retain their character while changing, they're the ones I look up to, and hopefully we can do that," he says. 

DO YOU WANT TO Launcliing straight into the chorus hook, this is an first single and will have no trouble taking the Scots back into the charts. One of the most tracks which most directly echoes the sound of their début album, Do You Want To's energetic bass and rhythm couple with a mémorable guitar shuffie while Kapranos distinctive lead vocal sits high in the mix. Part Take Me Out, part My Sharona, very much Franz Ferdinand. 
WALK AWAY A brilliant showease for the band's development as songwriters, Walk Away's subtle country sensibility puts the spotlight on some of Kapranos's most captivating lyrics yet. A bright acoustic guitar stmm provides a consistent thread behind an electric guitar melody and lyrics such as: "I love the sound of you walking away". 
OUTSIDERS Perhaps the best example yet of the "song to make girls dance to" that Kapranos keeps talking about. Outsiders sees a disco beat providing the backbone to an uptempo guitar shuffie with a real Eighties punch. 
TURN IT ON Wearing their Gang Of Four influences firmly on their sleeve, a mémorable call and response vocal through the verse is sure to provide for plenty of audience interaction at their live shows. There's also plenty of tension and release in the build-up to the chorus, as Kapranos repeats the phrase: "You know I know where you are". 
THE FAUEN An edgy electric guitar melody soars atop the contrastîng, uptempo rhythm section, while the chorus gives way to a cool rhythm section highlighted by the "la la la la la" vocal hook. 
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Music Weeks panel of key radio executives offer their 
views on the challenges and changes which lie ahead 

Plugged in 

to the future 

of radio 

The arrivai in recent months of t driven by the digital révolution - such as pod- casts, direct-to-digital-radio downloads and Radio Three's recent Beethoven download ini- tiative - has raised the prospect of a radio sector on the cusp of huge change. And not without huge challenges. Current trends, particularly in the digital arena, are incrcasingly driving consumers towards the convenience of determining what they listen to, when they listen to it and on what device. Some of these trends vvill undoubtedly run counter to the traditional presenter/listener relationship - while others will enhance it. How radio embraces this shift will be key to the medi- 
Many stations are already exploiting new technology in ways that will revolutionise how they interact with their audience and, potential- ly, develop new streams of revenue. At this time of change, Mmic Week asks some of the radio industr/s key players about the chal- lenges and opportunities ahead, 
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Digital's impact on radio 
How do you think radio will be impacted by the digital révolution over the next flve years? What shape will radio take in 2010 and beyond? Jez Nelson, direetor, Somethin' Else Directions Time shifting is the biggest issue. In five years' Tn 2010 ~ time, a new génération will expect the best pro- .. , grammes or content when they want it, how they B'S'tdl fatlio want it on whatever device they have to access the Will be a internet. How we navigate this content is key. maSS- 
Dee Ford, managing direetor, Emap Performance IBafket Future reinvention will be led by technology - pfOdllCt helping radio programmers open up the Pando- Paul Jackson ra's Box of creativity - giving listeners what they Virgin Radio ' want, when they want it and in large doses. We will need to continue to deliver big, satisfying personality-rich programmes on our biggest platforms, while also offering bespoke program- ming, and downloadable content for people who need to create their own entertainment 

Mark Goodier, CEO, WiseBuddah 
Radio needs to quickly evolve from where it has héaded in the past 10 years and get away from being a jukebox and much more of a companion. Where stations have done this recently - notablv Radio One and Radio Two, as well as Classic FM - there have been remarkable audience results. if the listeners are simply offered 10 songsin a row they can predict, then they might as well programme their iPod to do the same job. What radio programmers need to focus on is the communication they have with their listeners and how they encourage their DJs and presenters to work hard to achieve this, rather than simply delivering the station format. 
John Simons, programme direetor, GMG Radio, Guardian Media Group Without doubt digital is our future. It's unthinkable, as we incrcasingly live in a digital world, that radio cannot enter that world, whether it be DAB, DTT, satellite, internet or any other digital platform. The key to this is through brands that have a clear identity, such as Smooth and Real Radio. 
Gordan Davidson, programme direetor, The Local Radio Company Radio was made for digital. Our one-on-one relationship with our listener has given us a head-start on being trusted to provide quality entertainment and information. But this will only be the case as long as we develop these services at a speed the audience demand. That's why access to the digital platform for smaller local stations has to be sorted out now. As an industry, we should not be wasting this advantage in looking at how we "get on" to digital, we should be already planning how we are going to expand and use digital. 
Graham Bryce, managing direetor, Xfm, Choice FM and Capital Gold The biggest impact on radio by digital will be the continued take up of DAB digital radio as the replacement for analogue radio. The other digi- tal platforms will increase in importance, but will still be small in tenns of listeners and listen- ing hours compared to DAB. Within the DAB environraent, it will bring increased compétition but also increased opportunities, with brands such as Xfm and Choice building national prés- ences and stations such as Capital Gold, which currently broadeasts on AM, becoming signifi- cant players. 
Simon Oaglish, sales direetor, Classic FM Digital is the way forward; the current set-up gives an indication to the future - 50% of digital licences are specialist station, whereas only 8% of analogue liccnses are specialist. We will see an explosion of listening enhanced by the varied dig- ital offering. Listeners will become more discern- ing; too much choice will mean the strongest established brands will benefit. 
Paul Jackson, acting chief executive, Virgin Radio In 2010, digital radio will be a mass-market prod- uct. The interest in DAB has proved that people want a quality service and DAB growth is clearly tollowing the same boom curve as digital TV. By 20io, we will also see other platforms exploiting the existing broadeast capacity to its maximum - DRM is particularly exciting and potcntially as revolutionary as DAB. Having said that, radio will continue to be a multi-platform médium reaching people through their computers, TVs, phones or ia ios. Without caring or understanding how or wny. consumers will probably tune into their tavounte station via two or three différent plat- 
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Andy Parfitt, controller, BBC Radio One Five years is a long timc - but my \'iew is that the cheap and cheerftil "utilily" local music radio will décliné and strong national or even international brands will be in the ascendant. This wiU be espe- cially so with brands with real content depth, since one of the characteristics of the digital révo- lution is the ability to atomise a schedule - where différent programmes or versions of programmes can be listened to on demand and podcast or sec- tions of content can be put together from a menu. This is exciting stuff and it will benefit those with rich éditorial content. The spectacular rise in broadband connections in the UK and developments on digital TV plat- forms will also offer opportunities for radio sta- tions to visualise themselves in new ways. Web- cams will seem out of date when you can switch to a live video stream or hit red to get a video stream into our live lounge. 
Compétitive issues 
How can radio compete with current digital trends, where consumers compile personalised playlists for their own listering convenience? Richard Huntingford, chief executive, Chrysalis Group There are certain things that radio provides that you just can't get on something like an iPod. Radio is more than just a jukebox - it's a companion. It protides personality, humour and spontaneity that can't be replicated elsewhere. It's also a val- ued source of news and information and will still be the main médium for launching new music. It's a great médium of discovery and listeners trust their radio to bring them the most exciting new 

music and entertainment. Even if you have thou- sands of songs on shuffle on an iPod, it starts to get tedious aller a while and there is already research evidence that iPod usage drops off after a few months and people start to return to their radio. 
Andy Roberts, group programme director, Emap Radio I think we can start by allowing listeners to play more witlrin our gardens. Tire BBC has done some interesting things in this area, experimenting with downloadable programmes. Commercial radio has to do the same. To do this though, it's about making programmes and creating and owning the content. We've leamt a lot from joining together in recent months to create event-led programming and we raust continue to do this and get people excited once more about our output. 
Radio compléments brilliant DJ talent (Zane Lowe, for example) and acts as a fulcrum for ail this - so radio has to develop crédible and exciting talent that can be a leader in these communities. In addition, we will encourage our listeners using Radio One's expertise to help them make great soundtracks and personal listening expériences. With the help of podcasts and downloads, Radio One can become integrated into people's playlists. 
Lesley Douglas, controller, BBC Radio Two I think that is where radio has a real strength - and in particular BBC Radio. In a world where there is a prolifération of music and a fragmented marketplace, expert views of présentera such as Mark Lamarr, Mark Radcliffe, Steve Lamacq and Bob Harris will provide the BBC with a unique 

With the help of podcasts and downloads, Radio One can become integrated into people's playlists Andy Parfitt, Radio One 

Features are edited by Adam Webb 
and crucial rôle. Some indicator of quality will be key - and such présentera are exactly that. I also think it will be important for us to contin- ue to challenge listeners and consumers. Although there is a rôle for personalisation and spécialisa- tion, the most exciting thing about music is where you hear a song, artist or genre that you never knew about, but that you end up loving. 
John Simons People still need to have a source, which opens up new music to them and reminds them of great tracks they've forgotten about Plus, personality présentera will always stand out and can't be copied or downloaded. Radio is well placed to face this challenge as long as we embrace creatfvity, and maintain our respect for the music we play. 

Best radio development? 

Matthew Bannister's return to 5 Live. I think he's one of the best speech broadcastera anywhere. Charles Hazelwood is agenius music broadcaster. 
UK Radio Aid. Not only did the collaboration deliver an amazing resuit for those in need, but it helped to bulldoze the established dysfunctional walls which existed betwecn commercial radio groups. Now, for the first time, commercial radio companies can work together when appropriate to build listenerehip and advertiser e 
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Richard Hiintmgford ITK Radio Aid in support of the tsunami charity effort, which was broadcast in January. It was fanlastic to see the commercial radio industiy putting aside its day-to-day rivalries to demon- strate what a powerful and compelling médium itcanbe. 
Commercial radio did an amazing job on the tsunami appeal programme, UK Radio Aid. I was very proud to have been part of a broadcast which was brilliantly produced and, as well as raising much needed cash, provided listeners with a reason to tune in and stay tuned. 

Radio 5 Live's coverage of Euro 2004 was absolutely sublime and their entire output is in a class of its own. 
Tarrant Steele, managing editor, BBC IXtra Its hard not to pick the coverage of Live 8 as one of the most impactful pièces of radio in the past 12 months - with very little notice, a Worldwide sériés of concerts was brought together and broadcast to an expectant nation. For those lis- tening it was like being a part of history and the sheer scale of the events made one feel both small and connected with others across the world hearing the same thing. For similar reasons, and also for its unparal- leled co-operation, the commercial radio sector's 

coverage of the tsunami relief concert was a pro- gramme to behold - when commercial radio cornes together and broadcasts with one voice it showed its true size and scale - and that it hap- pened at ail was remarkable. 
Leslcy Douglas, Radio Two I would have to say The Beethoven expéri- ence. To see more than 1m people downloading Beethoven says somelhing important about oui- Cor ray) preconceptions about musical tastes. We ail have a lot to learn from that, 
Most excîting innovation? 
Which innovation in the radio sector lias most caught your eye in the past 12 months? 
Radio Three's offering of Beethoven downloads was a watershed moment. Radio Three con- troller Roger Wright is one ofthe smartest, most adventurous men in radio and this was an important project. 
Richard Hnntingford A groundbreaking Galaxy new music podcasting initiative which we'U be announcing shortly. This follows the hugely successful experiment we ran using LBC content, which produced 18,000 downloads in one week. 
T was very impressed with Virgin Radio getting in very early on the mobile phone radio révolu- tion and making their programmés available on 3G. Many people don't want to carry more than 

one device, so to be able to deliver radio very flexibly via the phone network is a great idea - especially considering it was outside the London TX area and in better quality than AM. 
John Simons The Commercial Radio sector finally coming together and working in harmony with UK Radio Aid, UK Leaders Live, Live 8, and the new 3 Chart initiative under the Hit 40 UK umbrella. We've finally realised that we are a force to be reckoned with if we ail stand together and work as one against the BBC. 

flndy Roberts I think it had to be the way in which the BBC \ used the freeview platform to enhance Radio 6's coverage of Glastonbury. It was interesting, for no right or wrong reason, to see how visually ; they brought text messages and interactive i graphies to the TV screen to complément the radio station's coverage. 
I have been interested in the developments around downloads, podcasting and archiving of shows online. Ail these éléments enable listeners toenjoyour contentât their leisure and this will increase in the future. 
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who otherwise wouldn't have consumed it - the perfect way to drive trial and build understand- ing ofyour station. Virgin Radio was the first UK station to provide a daily podcast and we're see- ing really encouraging talte-up of the service. We have also taken part in the first DRM trial and the potential exploitation of the AM spectrum to " et should excite everyone in radio. 
The entry of Sony into the portable DAB market, with its latest Walkman is to be welcomed and should help further increase the popularity of DAB - as should the introduction of the DAB Electronic Programme Guide. 
Lesley Douglas Although it isn't a new development, I think the growth of the radio player over the past 12 months has been significant. Not only does it make radio feel like part of the contemporary marketplace (because of the ability to time- shift), but it allows people to really choose what they want to listen to (which has not always been possible in the previously "live" environment of much of music radio). 
Shapîng up for the 
future? 
Whlch innovation do you expect to take off in the next 12 to 18 months? Richard Huntingfoi-d In addition to the Galaxy podcast referred to above, the introduction of interactive "red but- 

ton" technology on digital radio will be the cata- lyst for music radio brands enjoying a signifi- cantly enhanced position in the new converged digital world. 
The rights issue surrounding music podeasting will be cracked and Gilles Peterson's Worldwide will become the UK's most popular podcast. 
I hope it will be DAB in cars. I firmly believe the future is about providing content across a diver- sity of means of delivery - that's Freeview, cable, satellite, internet as well as DAB, because listen- ers are already populating ail those platforms. But, while DAB has a long way to go yet, it really is crucial to growing future digital audi- ences. In-car listening accounts for a significant proportion of UK radio listening and there will be big scale digital audience growth when tun- ing in while driving becomes common-place. 
John Simons The 3 Chart initiative from Hit40 UK, which will now include an A/C chart and an urban chart and will finally include the whole commer- cial network. Hit40 UK already beats the Radio One chart, so this combined offering will be awe- 
Andy Roherts Radio on-demand - at the moment, it's not quite "Tivo-Radio" and its not a full 24-hour radio service being streamed on the net. These are programme modules housed on a website allow- 

ing users to cherry-pick programmes of their choice. It's not spécifie to just radio station brands either, this is where it will get interesting - suddenly you can have FHM radio online or downloadable Homebase house-tips. It won't just be about music - it's comedy sketches, news you can use and ammunition for pub-banter. It will ail be electronically delivered to listeners' mpeg players each moming, rather like electron- 
Gordon Davidson The launch of more multiplex's, allowing more stations access to the digital platform. 
I would love to see the ability for the impulse downloading of songs via digital radio to take-off in the next year. It's coming and I hope we can deliver it in the coming year. 
Podeasting could be huge, the latest iTunes upgrade makes it so simple (other providers are available) - Tve started subscribing to "keeping an eye on Wisconsin". Also, the Sony PSP: the screen quality is amazing and it can do games, movies, tunes - wireless of course. 
Tatrant Steele We still await the merging of mobile phones with DAB radio. FM Mobiles have been available for some years and I would hope in the nex-t 12- ISmonths DAB chips will appear in mobiles which should signal a huge increase in interest and listening among younger listeners. 
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es are ed'fted by Adam Webb 
In order to survive in today's compétitive market, independent PR companies are seeking new 
revenue streams. The UK's expanding festival scene has proved to be a lifeline. ByAllan Glen 

PRs setup camp 

with festivals 

With record companies demanding more col- umn inches from their press budgets, independ- ent PR teams working in an overcrowded market are being forced to look for additional revenue streams - and it appears many bave found their saviour in the shape of festival promotions. With huge outdoor shows taking place alraost eveiy weekend during the summer months, any self- respecting promotions company without an event or festival on their roster looks almost woe- fully out of date. As one senior PR source explains, "Some of the fees we receive from record labels haven't gone up since 1990, but the demands and expectations have gone through the roof. There's some serious compétition to win pitches for every band around. For a lot of PRs, festivals are a lifeline." But to compete, PRs have to corne up with more and more innovative ideas to gain coverage - even if this means cutting out journalists. To promote the White Stripes' album Get Behind Me Satan and the band's headlining appearance at Glastonbury Festival, Beggars Group press officer Colleen Maloney sent out a press release which contained an interview between Meg and Jack. Together with a live review from Mexico, the resulting feature made it on to the cover of iVMR without a journalist from the magazine talking to the band (see campaign of the quarter box opposite). At Fifth Elément, Chris Hewlett, who looks after PR for Clear Channel, Emap, Universal and Sanctuary, says his company are also targeting newspapers and magazines with tailor-made interviews to promote events. "We provide targeted, original press materials, especially press releases, and we have in the past interviewed artists ourselves m order to generate an interview for syndication," explains Hewlett. "One of our in-house interviews ended up being syndicated across North America." But traditional syrabiotic relationships forged in the industiy are still proving fruitful for many independent PRs. One such example is Jayne Houghton's Press Counsel, which, as well as doing PR for New Order and Hard-Fi, now has contracts with Glas- tonbury, Guilfest, the Jersey Festival and the recently announced week-long Brighton Live event, due to take place from October 3. 'With Glastonbury, we're there more as con- sultants with the in-house team, while at other festivals we not only do the PR but we also get involved in the managing and co-ordinating of the events," says Houghton. "Festival and event PR is particularly big busi- 

Beggars' simple strategy earns ils Stripes Competing for headlines when two of the year's biggest albums are also being released In or around the same week will always be a challenging and aspïrin-inducing moment for press officers. But when those albums happen to be by British media-sawy favourites Oasis and Coldplay - and the band you're promoting are American and steadfastly refuse to do any interviews - it takes something spécial to bring newspapers and 
For Tlie White Stripe's fiftli album, Get Behind Me Satan, Beggars Group head of press Colleen Maloney's strategy was to be as stark and straightforward as the band's music. "We knew that Jack and Meg were not going to be doing any interviews so we decided the oniy way to make an impact would be to let the music do the talking," says Maloney. "It sounds so simple but we thought taking a punk rock approach would be the best way." nie first playback of the album was held at the Cabinet War Rooms in London with a selected audience of 300, including journalists, TV and radio producers, and fans. "It was important that we reflected the nature of that recording process and the DIY attitude of the band," says Maloney. "On the back of one of the press releases, we ran a piece where Meg interviews Jack, niis 

M 

was picked up by the NME, which tan the interview alongside a live review from Mexico and turned it into a cover story." nie Blue Orchid single was sent to journalists on June 6, the same day it was released on iTunes. Ail album promos were sent out on vinyl and a teaser advertising campaign was launched in Time Out and The Guardian Guide. nien followed fold-out adverts using other images from the artwork in Mojo, Uncut, Oand 
ness now, and with the likes of the Jersey Festival and Brighton Live, we're playing a big part in not only the promotional aspect of the festival but also the behind-the-scenes management work." "When it cornes to gaining publicily, it's just a matter of finding the spirit of an event and play- ing to its strengths." But with the the festival season reaching satu- ration point, finding and exploiting the USP can be increasingly challenging for independent PRs. This was a particular conundrum for Andy Saunders at Velocity Communications who, over Glastonbury' weekend, had to convince the média that the 02 Wireless Festival in Hyde Park was a worthy alternative. 

Word. The only interview with a European publication features in the current issue of Mojo. "Having the band headlining Friday night at Glastonbury was obviously a major help to us in the 'r" -"■■■r-s" campaign," adds Maloney. "The broadsheets are major supporters of the band and we gained a lot of coverage that way. Looking back, the campaign was either very complex in its simplicity or the other way round. But the main thing is, it worked." 
"We also had the added problem of it taking place just before Live S," says Saunders. "Having said that, you need to identify and highlight the USPs of your own event. So, as well as highlight- ing the great line-up, we played heavily on the fact that people could easily get to the festival on the tube or bus, that they didn't need to camp and that afterwards they could get home just as easily and sleep in their own beds." As things stand, Glastonbury is still the only festival guaranteed to sell out before an act is announced (although it should be noted that T In The Park has already sold 25,000 advance tickets for 2006s event.) However, for most other festi- vals, itis still the headliners that draw the crowds. 



Live events bring wider opportunilies 
made an impact on tho traditioual rôle of the plugger - not least 
of sponsors and média partners also 

The Subwnys tlid 

m t 
events. And although this tlirows 
expcctcd ta sell tire bands and tire brands, most pluggets appear to be fairly sanguine about the realities 

"Witli festivals, it can seem to be a bit corpoiate at fines," says Tony Cook at Scream Promofoits, who plugs the Carirng Weekender in 
otber events. "But in the end it sbil Iras ta corne down ta tire bands tirât arc piaying, not tire brands that are 

ttàM ~ * 
amazmg bands for their money. If we We Love Homelands. Tltcse two can keep them happy, then Uie wliole punters were walking in sludge and processbenefitseveryone." imick but liad butlers following Utem Bringing TV and radio sponsors on around witiitraysof canapés and board at festivals has become a key glassesof Champagne." part of the pluggefs noie according to And. of course, tiic promise of Anglo Plugging's Dytan Wirite. exteirded média coverage from "Ifs been an amazing year to be actually participating in an event is worldng in this side of the business, bénéficiai for tire artists tiientselvcs. simply bccause tire numberof For JoHartof HartMedia,a opportunitics the festivals croate are fantastic example oftids was The being promoted. If such and such a brand are paying X amount of money to build a stage and Irelp pay for Y amount of bands then fair play to them, they're not doing it 

"But that should never take away from the fact that tire Dve music scene in Britain is probably the best it has ever been and kids wlio pay anaind £100 for a festival ticket are getting to see some 

endless," Ire says. "With something Subways, who received crucial like Guilfest, I brought on Radio 2 as interest at TV and radio after sponsors tirreeyeatsago and they supporting Oasis in Londoit. are stillwitii us. It helps tire festival "The band also played and Rlielps tire brand." Glastonbury and we were then ablc "Ifs ail about trying to capture to organise backstage interviews tire imagination ofproducers and over the weckendwitii tire radio and . giving them something sligbtly TV stations wcdeal with," sire says. différent" he adds. "My personal "Witirso many festivals around, 
compétition with Radio One wliere for pluggets togetinvolved in what is two fisteners won silver service at going on." 

But even when these are finally confirmée!, its not simply a case of sitting back and watching as the coverage piles up, as Cake's CEO Mike Math- ieson - whose company is looking after V - is quick to point out. "The fact that Oasis are play- ing this year has undoubtedly helped to ensure the festival is sold out," he says, "but from a PR perspective it's then up to us to make sure the subséquent coverage is more about brand aware- ness and picking on the points that will lead to the continued success of the festival." Away from the south of England, T in the Park is rapidly gaining a réputation as one of the UK's premier events and certainly more than just a Scottish festival. This year it is estimated 40% of ail its tickets were sold over the border. To attract additional média coverage, Sera Holland, partner at Material MC, which handles PR for the event, came up with what she believed was the ultimate prize in festival compétitions - personal portaloos. "We just thought it would be a bit of ftm and a great way of publicising the event, rather than doing the usual win tickets-style compétition," says Holland. "The fact that we're the only major festival in Scotland certainly helps us when it cornes to bringing the newspapers and maga- zines on board." Also well-versed in the need for innovation and diversity are Hall or Nothing, who have a 16-year track record in festival PR. For press officer Lewis Jamieson, who is responsible for the Carling; Reading and Leeds Festivals, the key is to cover as many outlets as possible. "The festivals lend themselves to multiple PR angles so, for example, this year we have run four pièces in jobs and 
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careers suppléments looking at the work avail- able at the festival and how the people involved got into the industry," says Jamieson. "Reading and Leeds have an incredible média profile and this means we can find ways to allow Tatlerto eover the festival, as well as Elle Gui. "In the traditional press arena, we ahvays look for interesting ways to présent the festival - my particular favourite of recentyears being Jiist J/s Slipknot cartoon-based feature which acted as a great preview for their readers." Hall or Nothing also Pifs the Kerrang! Awards and its aptly-named Day of Rock launch event - held this year on August 9 - an event ahvays pop- ular with press officer Gillian Porter. "The Day of Rock is something the tabloïds take to veiy quickly as it is a bit more fun, a bit less serions than your average awards launch," says Porter. "With awards shows, it's not a matter of trying to get publicity to sell tickets, so it's a case of trying to arrange tactical coverage. "In the past, we've had Britt Ekland and Lionel Blair at the events. Jennifer Saunders came along to the awards show with her kids, who are serions métal fans and told their mum they'd never for- give her if they didn't get tickets. Those type of stories always interest journalists at the tabloids." And, while it's possibly not eveiy day you get such an array of characters under the same roof, such scénarios undoubtedly sum up the diversity and opportunity that event promotion can offer. With compétition so strong elsewhere in the sector, and whether traditional or non-tradition- al methods are used, the explosion of live events is certainly helping ensure the world of PR remains in robust health. 

Coidplay's Speed Of Sound dominâtes Q2 airplay 
Few will be surprised by the dominance of Coidplay's Speed Of Sound in quarlertwo, which, after an exclusive spin from Steve Lamacq on April 18, made it's airplay début at nuinber nlne. That first week saw Radio One and Radio Two providing 74.87% of the single's audience. From here it was straight to the top spot wliere it would remain for seven weeks, peaking in the week of physical release on June 4 with 2,162 plays and an audience of 79.98m. Not that it did mucli good in the Officiai UK Singles Chart, where Crazy Frog 

Perhaps more intriguing is the appearance of The Coral's In The Morning at number two. Easily the band's most successful single at radio, it debuted at number 31 on April 23 and quickly vaulted to number 7 after strong support from Beat 106, Rock FM, Clyde 1 and Hallam. It reached number two on May 21, where it remaîned for four weeks after climbing from 31-7-3-4-2- 2-2-2. It peaked on June 4 with 2,302 plays and an 

Top 25 airplay hits of Q2 2005 

» SNOOP DOGG FEAT. J T1MBERLAKE Signs (I i THE BIACK EYED PEAS Don't Phunk Witli- (Polydor) 466,497 h ATHLETE HalfUglit(PaHophone) 
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Il ROB THOMAS loncly No More (Atlantic) 12 OASIS Lyla(BigBrother) 13 RAZ0RL1GHT Somcwhcre Elsc (Mertury) 14 U2 City Of Blinding Lights (Island) 15 JEM Just A Ride (Sony BMG) 328,581 10,240 Anglo Plugging/Island 
16 AMER1E1 Thîng (Sony BMG) 
18 THE CAME FEAT. 50 CENT Hate It Or Love It (Polydor) 279,455 295,408 10,999 Mercury/Mercury 
20 GWEN STEFANI FEAT. EVE Rich Giri (Polydor) 21GWEN STEF/W1 Hottaback Giri (Polydor) 22 STEVIE WQNDER So Wliat The Fuss (Island) 0 BI Sec Giris (Crazy) (Minlstry Of Sound) 

14454 Polydor/Polydor 8,455 Polydor/Polydor 6,309 Island/Island 
24 MAR00N 5 Must Cet Put (Sony BMG) 25 LEMAR Tune To Grow (Sony BMG) 
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...JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE / R KELLY / MYLEEN6 KLASS / EÂSYWORLD / KEALER / MATT GOSS / 
BENSON / FREESTYLERS / GROOVE ARMADA / KINOSÊ / A GIRL CÂU.S0 EODY / GRAND Oï 
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KERSHAW / YSNG YANG WINS / TEiDRA MOSES/MILBURN / 888 / RICKY.ROSS/ JC CHAS 
LTD / DJ FORMAT / THE FARM / TOWERS OF LONDON / MELANIE BROWN / Ut JON 
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Features are edited by Adam Webb 
When it cornes to DVD production, pro-audio companies are increasingly focusing their 
attention on content', 'flexibility', 'planning' and 'communication', saysAdam Webb 

Tuning in to the needs 

of the record labels 

Speedy turnarounil for Uve S DVD 
As if organising the actual Live 8 concerts in 32 days wasn't demanding enough, transforming the performances into a DVD box set in time for a September release also tahes a gargantuan effort. Little wonder that producer Jill Sinclair - currently in the midst of editing - jokes that lier colleagues could do with an extra week. "It's quite full-on regarding deadlines," says Sinclair. "Initially it's a case of working and co-ordinating with ail the broadcasters, but it's also great fun. At the moment l'm in one edit suite looking at Coldplay, while Frances [Whitaker] is doing Green Day next door. We've probably taken over half of the BBC's post-production facilities." Utilising the same team that worked on last year's Live Aid DVD (alongside Sinclair and Whitaker is editor Nick Carroll, while Metropolis is taking care of the sound, mastering and authoring), the Ul< and US highlights will be released through EMI in 

September as a four-disc collection featuring the best performances from Germany, France, Italy and Canada. The latter four concerts are also being prepared as individual dises in their own right. For Sinclair, work began in earnest the day after the event. "Footage-wise, we only knew what we'd be getting on July 2," she says. "So on July 3 we started by creating a running order and a log of ail the performances - taking note of everything that happened and any technical problems that couldn't be fixed. Aithough, unlike Live Aid, in tins case there weren't any." Perhaps the most onerous task was actually editing down 30 hours of performances to a more format-friendly 10 hours. This process began by removing between-song footage and then deciding which artists would bave material edited from their sets. "I did that in conjunctlon with the distributors," explaîns Sinclair, "but this is purely commercial exercise - we want to sell as many copies 

lanager Alex Sanders. "The tapes from Hyde Park arrived the next day and then it went in to mixing, it is currently in mastering after which it'll go straight onto DVD," says Sanders. "We've had artists running in and ont and approving the mixes, so it's great that they trust the team to get on. We're already working on the menus, aithough we can't reveal the tracklisting because things like that haven't been worked ont yet." Extras on the main set will include a documentary and highlights from both the Japanese concert and Edinburgh's Final Push. However, says Sinclair, the opportunity for Ul< audiences to watch international footage should act as an extra in its own right. "That will effectively act as our unseen footage. Some of it is amazing. Muse were fantastic in Paris and so were Green Day in Germany. They had the whole of Berlin going wild." 

Over the past 18 raonths, there can be little doubt that the UK DVD market has come of âge. With player pénétration fast approaching 70% of ail households and new dise prices averaging under the £15 barrier, the format has superseded the poor beleaguered compact dise in the hearts of the buying public. This was clearly underlined in HMVs recently released annual figures to Apri! 2005 which saw DVD accounting for 44.3% of the chain's UK business, compared with 43.9% for CD sales. For music DVD in particular, this Christraas is already looking pretty mouthwatering. Led by the four-disc Live 8 collection and big artist releases from the likes of U2, Keane and Kaiser Chiefs, plus strong catalogue titles, including George Harrison's 1971 Concert For Bangladesh, there is every reason for UK music retailers to be rubbing their hands in anticipation. In addition, there is the still relatively unchartered promise of DualD- isc and the imminent European launch of Sony's handheld PSP console on the horizon. But against this broadly optimistic landscape there are voices of concem - particularly across the Atlantic, where cinéma audiences have fallen markedly this summer. Some US analysts are already whispering that the DVD market has "plateaued" and that the format is fast reaching its technological limitations. Add an uncertain éco- nomie forecast, piracy and the ongoing HD- DVD/Blu Ray format war and talk is of urgent préparations to ensure the continued buoyancy of the audio-visual market While nothing nearly so dramatic is being dis- cussed in the UK - the HD formats have less immédiate relevance to the UK market, for a start - it would certainly be a fair assessment that those involved in the DVD production process have subtly altered their creative approach, particular- ly with regards to music. Most production compa- nies, studios and authoring houses currently appear to be in the process of either streamlining their opérations, increasing the functionality of their facilities or generally tightening channels of communication with the music industry. Indeed, rather than attempting to push the technological boundaries of the format, it seems that stratégies are now primarilv based around communication, flexibility and content, "DVD isjust the format," says LauraTraill, man- aging director at Metropolis, where work is now well underway on the Live 8 project. "Thats not the thing that matters - it's what you do with: the content that matters and you have to think of any project in ternis of content. Content is king. DVD is just the box; it's the vehicle. The structure ofthe car changes - it's what's inside that's important." "The actual format has settled down now," adds Richard Boote at Strongroom. "We ail effectively know what you can and can't do with it." In practice, this means that planning has 



become arguably the most important stage of any DVD project. Even those towards the end of pro- duction chain, such as authoring bouses, are now far more likely to be involved at the conceptualisa- tion of a project to ensure theywill bave the mate- rial they need. Tins, says Àbbey Road's studio manager Trish McGregor, along with greater communication ffom labels and from the artists themselves, has been a huge factor in pushing the format forward and making DVD's that "feel" good on the eye. "Planning is everything," says McGregor. "We always take time to sit dovvn with a client to dis- cuss the project before hahçL Ifs also good now with the labels, as they have seen the benefit of the format with their sales figures." "We're speaking the same language," says Mandy Roberts, head of authoring at Richmond Studios, which reccntly picked up two gongs at the DVDA Excellence Awards. "A label's DVD budget encompasses the whole production process from the shoot to the edit and the audio - so, when it cornes to authoring, you pretty mucli get what's left over. But that doesn't have to be a problem and there are ways of working round that if you can just sit down in that con- cept phase and work out some more exciting ways of doing things." For Andy Evans at The Pavement, the benefits of pré-planning were seen to award-winning effect on the We Are Scissor Sislers And So Are You dise, where he and Pavement colleagues consulted heavily with the band before the shooting of the Brighton gig captured on the DVD. "That in itself gave the finished dise a real- ly seamless feel," says Evans, "so much so that the 

r ':C m* 

menus were aclually used in the TV ads. Droppcti into "Simple, cost-effective things can often be ^touches'0' much more valuable than something like multi- direc(or!, from angle caméra shoots," he adds. "We always make the Directors sure we speak to the artists or their management and those people are getting more involved." Jonathan Glazé A similar scénario surrounded Graham Mark Romanek Coxon's Live At The Zodiac, which ditched ail forms of technological gimmickry to replicate e 
the sonic overload of a sweaty club gig. "Graham didn't want effects or spécial lighting or crânes and so we planned the project to corne out look- ing and sounding like that," says Mayfair Stu- dio's owner John Hudson, who oversaw the entire project from shooting to authoring. "You have to suss out what I call the 'authors mes- sage' and, when you're filming a live show, that message is basically what the audience feels out there on the floor. Thafs what you've got to try and get on the screen." To these ends, pro-audio companies have also evolved to become increasingly flexible in both 

their outlook and the functionalities that they offer. Authoring houses are now just as likely to have editing, mastering or shooting facihties and vice versa - ail of which opens up the créative options for budget-sawy labels and artists. "We're doing increasing amounts of editing where we can add extra features like backstage footage or produce EPKs," says Trish McGregor. "Ifs making the Abbey Road facihties more of a one-stop shop, which is roally handy creatively, like with the new Directors Label sériés [to fea- ture the collected works of Anton Corbijn, Jonathan Glazer, Mark Romanek and Stéphane Sednaoui] because it meant that the individual directors could just drop in and add features. "It also helps with budgets as well. We're cur- rently working on a Beta Band DVD which will feature some short films by John Maclean from the band, and it meant that he could just corne in and do them in one go so its really cost effective. Having that facility gets over restrictions of time and deadlines, so ifs a big help." Also keen to stress their flexible service are Whitfield Street Studios and Strongroom. The former, in partnership with consultant Robin Wilson and authoring house Meedja, are looking to market their affordable outsourced DVD pro- duction facility, which promises to oversee the process from conception to factory. 'We're approaching the actual dise as the end resuit and we'll use whatever and whoever we need to do that effectively, so it takes the strain from the product manager," says the studio's manager, David Anderson. Meanwhile, Strongroom has also extended its facihties, offering clients the option to complété 

OoSSic 1 STAGE 
classicpictures 
Classic Pictures is one of the UK's top independent music DVD labels, 
with distribution worldwide, ranking # 9 in music DVD market share 

CLASSIC T STAGE, NOW IN ITS 3RDM0NTH OF OPERATION 
| PRODUCTIONS THROUGH THIS UNIQUE Dvb MUSIC / TV STAGE INCLUDE: | 

M3 CLASSIC WHITESNAKE 
NAZARETH LIVE FROM T STAGE 

RICK WAKEMAN'S MADE IN CUBA  
BILL WYMAN'S DIGITAL DAYOREAMS FILM 

THE BEST OF BUSHELL ON THE BOX 
MIKE READ'S POP QUIZ 

JON ANDERSON - TOUR OF THE UNIVERS 
COME AND SEE WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU 

#*#• y N- 

2,500sq ft SOUND PROOF STUDIO • FULL LIGHTING RIG, 35ft GANTRY • 48 TRACK ANALOGUE DESK «64 TRACK PHOTOQLS . STPOm nn. RV . 5.1 & 5.1 DTS MIXING • 8 CAMERA CHANNELS, HD OR DIGITAL • 32 CHANNEL STAGE MONITORING • aOft 16 9 BIG SCRfIn non .PrrmN WITH 5.1 /DTS MONITORING • EDIT, DVD AUTHORING & GRAPHIC SUITES • GREENSCREEN/CYCLORAMA • 98 TPArir aanln = oo, 8 CAMERA VISION MONITORING/RECOHD1NG TRUCK MOBILE SOUND TRUCK • We operate our own production facilities, which enable us to create a title from initial concept through to ' " completion, backed up by our own sales force, PR and marketing department. ' " ' For further information ' 
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more work under one roof. "We've just started working on a Motorhead DVD to celebrate their 30th anniversàty and that involved eveiything fi-om the live location Sound recording at Bràton Academy, the picture editing, sound and encod- ing," says studio owner Richard Boote. "So we've moved front being just an audio facility lo cater- ing for pictures and voiceovers and documen- taries as well, although the menuing and encod- ing will usually be taken care of by onr partners at The Pavement." An alternative course lias been taken by Shep- perton-based Classic Pictures, which has already filmed, mixed and authored DVDs for the likes of Whitesnake and Nazareth at their custom-built facilities. "We envisage our in-studio DVDs becoming part of the touring circuit, a bit like the Old Grey Whistle Test in the Seventies," says mar- keting manager Ben Williams. "Bands will park the tour bus out front and bring in their equip- ment like it was the next date on their tour. We want to remind everyone of the héritage of Shep- perton and the fact that The Who owned the stu- dios in the Seventies and recreate that sound and feeling. For us, it's great to hear the sound of abass drum kicking in front next door." However, wams LauraTraill, for ail the talk of "one-stop-shops" and "umbrella facilities", labels will still bave to tread carefully in order to realise their concepts. "We always say there are three things," she says. "There's fast, there's good and there's cheap. You can have any two of those, but you can't have ail three." But, even if companies are looking towards stratégies based around quality content and plan- ning over gintmickry, there is evidendy untapped 

■' I; 'à 

"éÊkW technological potential left in the médium. Scissor Sisters: While the on-off format war (currently on) llve DVD bencfited between the HD-DVD and Blu Ray formats (the Jro-audio'"9 
former innovated by Toshiba, the latter by Sony) company ihc is primarily affecting the US, where high défini- Pavement tion télévision is the nomt, most UK companies are futureproofing their material in HD for ftiture release. The first US HD-DVD and Blu Ray releases are still planned for Christraas 2005, but one format definitely coming to these shores is Sony's PlayStation Portable (PSP). Launched in Europe on September 1, this handheld device with wire- less connectivity and the capability to play games, music and movies is already creating waves in the US and Japan. The player's UMD (Universal Media Disc) titles have been flying off US shelves since April, with movies such as House Of Flying Daggers and Résident Evil: Apocalypse already selling upwards of100,000 units. UK production house The Pavement has been chosen by Sony Computer Entertainment 

Europe (SCEE) as one of the first European facil- ities to produce video-based UMDs. For founder Andy Evans the format marks a usefi.il halfrvay stage between DVD and the HD formats of the future. "Fve bought and owned an iPod," he says excitedly, 'but now that Fve had one, I wouldn't buy another. With the PSP you can get a 2GB videosdck and download ail your photos and music and, because il opérâtes with physical dise média, you can also play movies and games. It's also an open format, which meansyou don't have any of the programming restrictions that you have with DVD. "UMD is very much akin to the specs for HD and Blu Ray," he adds. "So, while DVD is like a sin- gle piece of video that you're trying to make look interactive, this actually is interactive. It's not clunky at ail and you can have rolling 3D menus or menus that pop up from the side of the screen. "For me it's exactly like it was 10 years ago with DVD, only then there was no demand. This plat- form is going to be launched in September and the demand is going to be huge." Tailorraade for "snack viewing" - which raay ultimately suit music better than film - several UMD music titles are already planned to sit alongside the more predictable collection of action movies. How these appeal to UK con- sumers will be interesting to note - although, along with DualDisc, the prolifération of CD/DVD collections and, perhaps most signifi- cantly, current spéculation that Apple is seeking to license music video through its filmes Music Store, it appears that the music industr/s rapid metamorphosis from an audio to an audiovisual business will continue regardless. 

DVD Association Awards, New York, July 19 2005 

Winner 2005 DVD Facility Excellence Award 

Winner 2005 Video Encodins Quality Award 
the charlatans 

Congratulations to Cirque du Soleil on winning the 
2005 Studio Award for TV Sériés Excellence for Fire Within, i. («A 
designed and authored by Richmond Studios Hif 

studios' 

+44 (20)8332 1690 
kate@richmondstudios.com 
www.richmondstudios.com 
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Virgin's entrance into the second-hand market is a poke in the eye to majors and distnbutors 

SecoiuMiand music: a new danger 

EDITORIAL 

London SE19UR 

Virgin Megastores' décision to sell second-hand records potentially opens up a huge can of worms. It isn't the first time retailers have offered such a service, but the issues surrounding second-hand music have changed since many of us will remember buying old vinyl from the likes of Andys Records, as far back as the Seventies. The issue of artist and songwriter royalties is a thorny one, not to mention the potential loss of rev- enue to those vvho supply new product to Virgin - the majors and the independent distributors. But, this in an era vvhen a consumer is able not only to copy his music, but create an identical clone of it. Buy a CD, rip it onto your hard-drive and - calamitous crashes apart - you have a copy of that music forever, ready to be loaded onto your portable music player, blank CD, whatever. In short, any consumer can play a CD once and keep it forever. This one will run and run. 
There is never any shortage of debate sparked by the Mercury Music Prize nominations list. And nothing changes this year. On the face of it, this year's list highlights just how 

healthy British music is right now. Of the 10 contem- porary pop/rock albums selected, ail but one - Cold- play'sX&Y-are débu ts. 
New British music certainly is on a high. But, are our new acts really that good? Looking at it another way, are there really no established, or developing, acts' which can match up to such quality with their second, third or fourth albums? Of course, the Mercury judges may simply be show- 

ing themselves as prone as the wider média to jump- ing on the exciting new sounds of a new band, rather than the considered craft of an established acts sec- ond album. Or, perhaps, despite the continuai talk of long-term development, too many acts are not getting 
a second chance to record their second albums. I can't help feeling that Athlete's Tourist should have been in there, or one of The Coral's The Invisible Invasion, The Libertines' self-titled album, Doves' Some Cities, Jamiroquai's Dynamite, Gorillaz' Démon Days, U2's How To Dismantle An Atomic Bomb or Oasis's Don't Believe The Truth. Perhaps the best way to judge is to think of it anoth- er way: if these albums were débuts, would they have been contenders? 

Mobiles are destined to 

take over as music players 

i 

Why take two devices 
with you when you can pre™enHn todays sodèt uthe 
just take one? 
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Which acts were robbed of 
a Mercury shortlist nod? 

Are there any albums which 
from the token jazz and folk artist but I think getting a nomination il the first place is probably more 
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Vétéran TOTP présenter Tony Blackburn shares his 
thoughts on the show following its relaunch last week 

Ifs had to adapt because ifs not quite as relevant as it was, prababjy because there weren't the likes of MTV around back vvhen I was domg it To be honest, ifs not a show I watch negularly nowadays. But it was wise to move it to a Sunday because one of the reasons I hadn't watched it in its Friday slot was because it was on al the same time as Coronation Street and l'm a massive Corrie fan. What advice would you give 
I think they need to appeal to a younger audience, l've got an eight- year-old daughter and I don't think 

moved on to other things, like How< 

Why do you think thatis?6 

the Top 
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DOOLEY S DIARY 

Taking Ames for 
Sony BMGjob? Remember where you heai-d it; Whatever the murmurs about Roger Ames being in line for a top job at Sony BMG, lie was certainly in good form at EMI's management conférence in Munich a week ago,  of those présent 

hear from you... Some people certainly bave interesting priorities. PA reports of the bombing at Ovaf station quoted one witness, a DJ who saw a skinny man run past him 
Thursday's bombing attempt. T saw a man being cbased by several others," he says. T wanted to chase him but 1 was carrying two heavy bags of records"... Dooley is not one to blow the MW trumpet too often, but he thinks it worth noting the accuracy of last week's Mercury prédictions - of our 10 top tips, only one failed to make the list The unfortunate one? Poor of Roots Manuva...Thirty-seven years after he was working it in his first industry job at Liberty Records, Canned Heafs On The Road Again is figuring once more in Mike Batfs career. Ifs one 
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JOBS AND COURSES 

ocareermoves ïîm THE NUMBER 1 
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g,„,a U.S. ROCK LABEL 
DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL SALES 

A&R 

music@handle.co.uk Il 
020 7569 9999 handle www.handle.co.uk 

Have you clicked on yet?... 
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Classified 

business to business 
packaging 

Contact Maria Hdwanls, Music Week Classified Sales, CMP Information, 8tli Floor, Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE! 9UR T: 020 79a 8315 F: 020 79218372 

Rates per single column cm 
Business to Business & Courses: £21 Notice Board: £18 (min. 4cm *1 col) Spot coloin: add 10% 

Tire latest jobs are also arrailable online every Friday at wwwjnusicweeiccom Booidog deadlinc: Tbursday lOam for publication Ibe foBomng Monday (space permitting). Canceilation deadline: lOam Wednesday prior lo puMcaiion (for sériés bookings; 17 days prior to publkali 
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cd dvd vinyl + games 
display s 

www.reddisplays.com tei;01733 33900, 

Manufacturers of Vinyl Records 
7" & 12" Available Compétitive Prices A Dedicated Cuslomer Service Team 

SMALL TO VAST AMOUNTS We pay cash and collect at your 
PRICES GIVEN OVER THE PHONE Cafl Tom on 01852 500512 ratrecords@fsmail.net 

EDFORD AVENUE, h Trading Estate, jugh SL 1 4RA 

RECORDS 
WANTED CASH PAID 7", 12", LP's, 60's, 70,s POP, METAL, PUNK REGGAE, INDIE. TOP PRICES PAID FOR VINYL IN TOP CONDITION COMPLETE COLLECTIONS WELCOME Call Chris: 020 8677 6907 Mobile: 07956 832314 Email: vinylwanted@aol.com 

jton 
Koticc 

Session-Pro Records 
Launch Party @ The 100 Club, 

Oxford Street, London. 
Thursday 28th July 

For industry guest list contact Drew at drew.wilson@session-pro.com or visit www.session-pro.com 

do you mn courses for the 

music industry? 

se buildinq their skills as they move u[ W7l fJ SAVi] \ feMllIIll..    
in the industry or those trying to break mto the industry 

never lias the need been stronger for staff to deveiop and diversify 

. ^ ^ mtnîtfpd to movîng forward. call maria 020 79218315 email maria@musicweek.com advertise your services to those comiueu  — iubk,.^ ..... 
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Britain's most 
comprehensive 
charts service 
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SINGLES 

James Blunt's smash isthe longes! standing number one single for Warner since Ali Saints' Febmary/March 2000 diart-topper Pore Shores. He bas been number one for twoweeks,fromeight weeksonchait 

COMPILATION ALBUMS 

airplay chart number one CHARLOTTE CHURCH CRAZY CH1CK Aithougb James Blunt's You're Beautiful doses 4-2, Charlotte Church still bas g lengthy lead on her third week at the top of the airplay chart, with Crazy Chick commanding a 17,3% bigger audience tlian Blunt's single lastweek. 
thescheoule 
albums TMrwÊEiT" Madness The Dangermen Sessions Vol. 1 (v2): Beta Band Greatest Hits (Régal); dnliet Random Order (Virgin); Faith Hill Fireflies (WEA); Daniel Powter Daniel 
Powter(WEA); Varions Nowls The ™ter Of Our Discount Tents (Twisted ™ie); Lee Ryan Lee Rvan (Briahtside) AUCUST 8 No Hope In New Jersey Steady Diet Of Uecline (Atlantic): Staind Ciiapter V gjJJanhc); Ei Présidente Elected (Sony 
WcDsns "   ÇJe Mitchell Brothers A Breath Of Fresh 
m j (679'i Supergrass Road To Rouen Jdophone); A'fie Crying At Teatime J^jMassiveAttackUnteashed 
«iGtjsf22—   "Per Furry Animais Love Kraft (Epie): 

Apocalypse anchor position this week would have given it a better 67th place a year ago. 

Craig David tbc (Warner Bros): Magnet The Tourniquet (Atlantic): Kanye West Late Registration (Roc-A-Fella): Tyler James Unlikely Lad (Island); Black Rebel 
Motorcycle Club Howl (Echo); Goldfrapp Supemature (Mute)      AUGUST29 Audio Bullys Génération (Virgin); Diefenbach Set And Drift(We Love You): Mcfly Tbc (Island): Sean Paul tbc (Atlantic): Architecture In Helsinki In Case We Diê (MoshiMoshi)  
Elbow Leaders^Of The Free World (V2); Lan Brown The Greatest (Polydor): Alex Parks Honestv (Polydor)   
SïïwdIn Slow Mo'ion (Eas' West): Dandy WarholsWariordsOf Mars 
(Parlophone) 

SHaaaa 

Island will relcase Shaggy's sixth studio album later this year with lead single, Wild ZNite, arriving on September 5. The lead track features G-Unit vocalist Olivia, who appeared with 50 Cent on the chart topping Candy Shop single. The album, Clothes Drop, is schednled for October and features contributions from Black Eyed Peas' WlIXAm and Sly & Robbie. 

THIS WEEK Lemar Don't Give Dp (Sony BMG): Alfie Your Own Religion (Régal): Turin Brakes Over And Over (Source): The Mitchell Brothers Excuse My Brother (679); Texas The Getaway (Mercury) AUCUST8 Super Furry Animais Lazer Beam (Epie); Craig David Ali The Way (Warner Bros); Noise Next Door tba (Warner Bros): Supergrass St Petersburg (Parlophone): Gorillaz Date (Parlophone): Lady Sovereign 9 To 5 (Island); Amerie Touch (Sony BMG): The Magic Numbers Love Me Like You (EMI): Akon Belly Dancer (Bonanza) (Island): The White Stripes MyDoorbell (XL): Goldfrapp Ooh La U (Mule)  AUCUST15 Garbage Run Baby Run (Warner Bros): The Subways tba (WEA): John Legend 

Number 1 (Sony/BMG): Athlete Tourist (Parlophone); Jamiroquai 7 Sunny Oays In June (Sony BMG); Snoop Dogg Ups And Oowns (Polydor): McFly ['Il Be OK (Island)  AUGUST 22 Girls Aloud Long Hot Summer (Polydor); Coldplay Fix You (Parlophone): Simon Webbe Lay Your Hauds (Virgin): Kaiser Chiefs I Predict A Riot (Polydor): Oasis The Importance... (Big Brother): Jennifer Lopez Cherry Pie (Sony BMG) 
Mylo Doctor Pressure (Breastfed); Dandy Warhols Smoke It (Parlophone): David Gray The One I Love (East West): Gwen Stefani Cool (Polydor): Jessica Simpson Thèse Boots Are Made... (Sony BMG) SEPTEMBER 5 Black Eyed Peas Dont Lie (Polydor); The Duke Spirit Cuts Across The Land (Loog): Shaggy Wild Tonight (Island) 



Upfront 

Stantons poised 

for brealcthrough 

Stanton Warriors add 
value to studio début 
with extra mix CD, 
while computer game 
tie-in boosts exposure 

compilation albums to date." 
Stanton Warriors remixes of M.l-A, Gorillaz. LCD Soundsystem and Mylo, as well as original material. Adding further value to the campaign, the lead single from the album, a track entitled Adventures In Success, has been lieensed by EA gantes for inclusion on the game Fifa 2006. The last Fifa game aehieved 

SufjanSteveiis Corne 
And Feel The Illinois 
(Rough Trade) ANDREW COWEN.MUSICEDITOR, BIRMINGHAM POST This is the second in a projected 

completely separate to V2. Ellis says it will play a key rôle in developing the imprint in the 

 n states. While the prerious Michigan épisode was ail banjo filigree itush, this 74-minute masterpiece is ail heart." 
Editors The Back Room 
(Kitchenware) 

Gang Of Four, the bruised melodrama of the Bunnymen. But I also hear the chiming optimism of ayouthful U2. And these swelling, epic tunes and trembling sincerily are qualities that override any influences. The Munich single was no fluke. Tins may be the best début album l've heard in years." 
Testlcicles BoaVs 
Python (Domino) KR1SSIMUR1S0N, NEW BANDS EDITOR, NME 
"I first saw Test Icicles at a friend's birthday last year where they Keting manager jason STANTON WARRIORS LOST HLES (VZ) global sales in excess of 7m. The 
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Elbow embrace creative collective 

for audio-visual extravaqanza 

hours flicking through 
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TJodlang Slaughtered 
ByTIie Sun 
(Modlangmusic.com) FREDDIE FELIOWES, ORGANISER, SECRET GARDEN FESTIVAL 

Keane and Snow Patrol, ail of which are valid because both on record and live they have the potential to emulate ail three." 
My Top 10 PAUL AAARON DJ, Lineage Recordings/Relatively 

Bédouin Soundclash 
When the Night Feels Mv 

SSbf S(s^eDummy) 

BuMAlalÎT1 e 1,000 

label known for its punk rester (MXPX, 7 Seconds), this is a 
Lock Up 

F 1 

Ifssiraply 
the love ofnew 
that has helped us get 

Œve something of which House is very 

Instore - Lee Ryan, Madness, Public Enemy, Kristy MacColl; Single of the week - Texas; Album of the week - Lee Ryan: Compilation of the week - Festival 
Instore - Lee Ryan, Kirsty MacColl, Chris Rea, Madness. 

M 
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Windows - Sale: Instore - Lee Ryan, Madness, Public 

pifflcraoi 

Safe^ Instore - Kirsty MacColl, Pop Power Anthems, Festival 
Sainsbury^iœfc-«BUt Nice, Festival, Clubbin, Power Pop Anthems: Album Of 
JESÇO Lee Ryan^Rocks, Kksty MacColl.Vublic Enemy. 
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ALBUM 0F THE WEEK Daniel Powter Daniel Powter 
SINGLE OF THE WEEK Goldfiapp Ooh La La 

Further'warner 
been wS 

ivayof 

release, which emphasises the should go a long way to redressi 

g^jsassr = 
ssr « 

Radio One) and swiftly climbing - featuring bis mother on backing ^ i the Airplay Top 50, this should vocals - and owe more than a nod Stereo MCs ' " ' " 'ihisninthTop 10 tothelikes j:-/„ 

œ,feî 

~ ==3 iSS: Shaun Ryder, tracksof2005.ThislaWbaek,^ addarobo-fonkbackdrop. ustrioS^h^vaTl^r^ Jbum The.e.snothingonhere 

My Doorbell is a particular conventi highlight among the mbted bag idiosync album Cet Bchind Me Satan. feelisla 
ÎÊ-s. ^aassau aggâSl safeadaitt 



# A 

tv Hirpiay Chart 

2 
7 AMERIE TOUCH ^ 503 o MARIAH CAREY WE BELONG TOGEmER 472 3 0 GORILLAZ DARE " = 412 ' 4 EMINEM ASS LIKE THAT m  396 5 2PAC FEAT. ELTON JOHN GHETTO GOSPEL 370 6 5 CRAIG DAVID ALL THE WAY waB,:FBBm' 357 7 10 CHARLOnE CHURCH CRAZY CHICK 321 8 8 CIARA FEAT. LUDACRIS OH 315, 9 ,21. AKON BELLY DANGER (BANANZA) 312 10 | LEMAR DONT GIVEIT UP „ 304 

11 « JAMES BLUNT YOU'RE BEAUTIFUL ahavhc 303 
12 DESTINY'S CHILD GATER 2 U coiimia 297 
13 U GREEN DAY WAKE ME UP WHEN SEPTEMBER ENDS reph.SE 284 
14 BRITISH WHALE THIS TOWN AINT BIG ENOUGH FOR THE... «um 278 
15 ' GWEN STEFANIHOLLABACK GIRL i-herscope 254 
16 12 FAITH EVANS MESMERIZED cappi 249 
17 28 KELLY CLARKSON SINGE U BEEN GONE souvbmo 237 
18 20 NATALIEIMBRUGLIA COUNTING DOWN THE DAYS BR.ghtsioe 236 
19 16 MVP ROC YA BODY (MIC CHECK1,2) K™ 231 
20 18 KANYE WEST DIAMONDS FROM SIERRA LEONE ROCIFELIA 230 
21 -i THE BLACK EYED PEAS DONT PHUNK WITH MY HEART 1-™ 221 
22 2< COLDPLAYSPEEDOF SOUND ™«E 213 
23 21 THE GAME DREAMS 212 
24 70 RIHANNA PON DE REPLAY ««« 211 
25 19 BOBBY VALENTINO SLOW DOWN 199 
26 29 ROLL DEEP THE AVENUE 198 
27 30 TEXAS GETAWAY m 197 
28 31 SNOOP DOGG UPS AND DOWNS ^ 192 
29 H DADDY YANKEE GASOLINA PCLVKB 188 
30 9 FOO FIGHTERS BEST OF YOU 137 

178 31 26 JOSSSTONE DONT CHAWANNA RIDE 
32 34 AXWELL FEEL THE VIBE (TIL THE MORNING COMES) m 174 
33 31 MARIO HERE I GO AGA1N 168 
34 25 LEE RYANARMYOF LOYERS 166 
35 209 UNITING NATIONS YOU & ME 161 
36 43 DANIEL POWTER BAD DAY ..v,œtsœ> 156 
37 0 GIRLS ALOUD LONG HOT SUMMER raM0S 154 
38 35 50 CENT JUST A LIL BIT "'W0?I 149 
39 41 U2 CITY OF BLINDING LIGHTS  -"i 148 
40 THE COPAI SOimiG INSIDE OF ME ' , .  143 
■ «M Mo cw Vffl. ii.lta.SMl. » «a ^ 

fftCMÏCÎ. 
f* ) (topressiirc.    

fjmrpiMS Fi,,eel, ,alentei1 sinéers compe,e for one 0',he ,01l°,iest j'llls in roi:l1 
-JMKUAIaSv! Sunday nights al 8pra. 

K Nielsen Muslc Control 

Mariah Carey and Gorillaz play 
catch up on Amerie, as a 
frenetic pace impacts the top of 
the charts. 
l/iïi 
DO GORILLAZ DARE parlophone 

T EMINEM ASS LIKE THAT INTERSCOPE 
3 1 CHARLOTTE CHURCH CRAZY CHICK sosy bvg 
7 4 U2 CITY OFBUNDING LIGHTS isiasd 
9 14 10 9 THE CHEMICAL BROTHERS THE BOXER friestyiedust THE CORAL S0METH1NG INSIDE OF ME OELTASONIC 

Siipafly Vs Fishbowl (Thur); Tony Chrlstie (Tue) 

The Floorboards Up; R Kelly Flayas Only; 

POPS SUNDAY 

1 7 BRITISH WHALE THIS TOWN AINT BIG ENOUGH FOR_ ATLANTIC 2 FOO FIGHTERS BEST OF YOU RCA 2 : GREEN DAY WAKE ME UP WHEN SEPTEMBER ENDS REPRISE 2 7 SUPKNOT BEFOREIFORGET ROADRUNKER 5 ? MY CHEMICAL ROMANCE I M NOT OK (I PROMISE) REPRISE 6 3 THE WHITESTRIPESBLUE ORCHID XL 6 3 THE 0FFSPR1NG CANT REPEAT COLUMBIA 8 | 5 EMINEM ASS UKE THAT INTERSCOPE 9 ÔO GREEN DAY MINORITY REPRISE 9 12 THE KILLERS SOMEBODY TOLD ME LIZARO KING use Control UK 
mi NWi-J * w i iWÊKÊsammm/ 

D © GORILLAZ DARE PARLOFHOSE 2 2 THE WHITESTRIPESBLUE ORCHID XL 3 7 MAXIMO PARK GOING MISSING WARP 4 3 QUEENS OF THE STONE AGE IN MY HEAD IMIERSCOPE 
6 7 THE FUTUREHEADS DECENT DAYS AND NIGHTS 679 6 13 NINEINCH NAILS ONLY ISLAND 6 3 WEEZERWEAREALLONORUGS POlYOOR 9 1 FOO FIGHTERS BEST OF YOU RCA 10 0 NINE BLACK ALPSUNSATISFIED ISWNO 

BBC2 
Strange Brew (Fri) 

mM 
CIARfl FEAT. IUDACRÏS QH BOBBY VALENTINO SLOWDQWN1 
DESTINV'S CHILD CATER 2 U EM1NEM ASS LIKF. THAT 2PAC FEAT. ELTON JOHN GHETTO GOSPEL Y1NG YANG TW1NS WAIT (THE WHISPER SONG) 

6| MISSYELLIOTTLOSE CONTROL 



Charlotte Church remains the darling of 
radio, as Elton John leaps into the Top 20 
and Stephen Fretwell and Roll Deep make 
big moves. 
12500231 

The UK Radio Ai 

3 i CHARLOTTE CHURCH 

201 COLDPLAY SPEEDOF SOUND 
26;Oi DADDYYANKEE 

JAMES BLUNT YOU REBEAUTlFULATm-iii CHARLOnE CHURCH CRAZY CH1CK Sffi COLDPLAY SPEED OF SOUND WRIOPHO';E MAR1AH CAREY WE BELONG TOGETHER DCf CREEN DAY WAKE ME UP WHEN SEPTEMBER ENI JOSS STONE DONT CHA WANNA RIDE Riti 
S 

/ // ^ „ i / / 7 7 
m CHARLOTTE CHURCH CRAZY CHICK 2034 52.28 -17 

? , . JAMES BLUNT YOU'RE BEAUTIFUL m,<m 2391 5 53.10 ■3 
3 , incc c-rnNF nnw'T CHA WANNA RIDE ,,a£,mfSS 1623 -8 52.70 H 
4 ? MARIAH CARFY WF RFLONG TOGETHER KFJAM 1663 -3 45.10 •34 
S 10 16 r.DFFN nûv lA/AKF MF 1IP WHFN SEPTEMBER ENDS MSE 1751 44.34 8 
6 RANIFI POWTER BAD DAY wiR 1212 62 44.27 29 
7 5 M COLDPLAY SPEED OF SOUND mmm- 1946 •8 42.78 ■14 
8 6 a 2PAC FEAT. ELTON JOHN GHETTO GOSPEL ,mKOTE 1546 3 38.99 -18 

î 9 10 5 fi 1NAYA DAY NASTY G1RL 1245 39 38.50 17 
10 8 0 TEXAS GETAWAY 1163 9 36.47 -3 
11 22 ELTON JOHN ELECTRIC1TY ROa'tT 224 49 3L60 118 
12 22 4 STEPHEN FRETWELL EMILY Fiaw 651 17 27.87 19 
13 M 2 u ROLL DEEP THE AVENUE KL£NTltss 555 20 27.57 33 
14 j 0 NATAITFIMBRUGLIA COUNTING DOWN THE DAYS o» 1052 18 27.46 7 
15 , LEE RYANARMYOF LOYERS 1076 17 27.17 14 
16 u ï, GORTILAZ FFFL GOOD INC. ™it0P,,mE 1143 -8 26.39 -10 

H 0 LEMAR DONT GIVEIT UP SOUY 888 57 25.60 57 
118 58 , 0 JAMIROQUAI7 DAYS IN SUNNYJUNE 584 58 24.78 112 

19 12 6 24 MARIO HERE 160 AGAIN J 788 -13 23.57 -22 
20 H ,5 67 THE CORAL IN THE M0RNIN6 1259 -17 23.55 ■19 

24 J 0 MARTIN SOLVEIG EVERYBODY 419 52 2337 L.2 
0 CRAIG DAVID ALL THE WAY v«wbros 1021 28 22.98 pp 

23 28 2 0 THE MAGIC NUMBERS LOVE ME LIKE YOU ««my 332 155 22.67 9 

24 15 10 56 U2 CITY OF BLINDING LIGHTS 910 -39 22.32 ■23 
■H 104 1 0 KAISER CHIEFSI PREDICT A RIOT 174 149 22.05 247 

,lIop50Enlr,BBi« Ht nnM maudmcH Audace œease ■ IMesI lep 50 ■ B^est «lea» eiplipH Audem > nOTASedSCÎGwmwe 

single Bad Day is performance rcleased today whîch sees Bad (25th) and lias Day jump 9-6 on 
THE CQRAL INTHEMC DANIEL POWTER BADDAYw/w =Hi 
THE BLACK EYED PEAS DONT PHUNK W1TH MY ROB THOMAS LONELY NO MORE ATl 

SINCEUBEENGONEm 
1 j NATAUEIMBRUGLIA COUNTINGDOWN THE PAYS eau 

20 18 ! KTTUNSTAU OTHERSII 21 12 JJODYROCKERS M _ ■ 22 Qj LEI 23 26iu* U 13 02 CITY OT BL1ND1NG LICHTSISK 25 20 i ATHLETE HALf LIGHT 
27 16 : RACHELSTEVENS SOI 
29 O v. jamiroouai jvri.nv.rT'. : rj . 

i the airplay haitalongside 

IB/IUSICWEEK/ 

Calt Maria on 020 7921 8315 

n Fretwell. provide me Us perch jnst outside the Top 10 

TUNSTALL OTHER SIDE OF THE WORLD 
MARIAH CAREY WE BELONG TOGETHER 

i 



K Nielsen Music Control 

rplay Chart 

A ^ / te w .# ,</ J ./ 1 26 25 0 LUCIE SILVAS DONT LOOK BACK  769 0 21,34 i" 
;27 21 DEEP DISH SAY HELLO 427 23 20.57 23 [28 0 SUPERGRASS ST. PETERSBURG ' M„mr ■fe1 111 20.48 1339] ! 29 HARD-FIHARD10 BEAT 465 -15 20,30  ! 
130 0 MAUELEINE PEYROUX YOU'RE GONNA MAKE ME mw 43 72 19.78 D 31 15 KANYt WtSI D1AM0NDS FR0M SIERRA LE0NF SOMfàlA 444 -10 19.68 jg 

32 it, 27 THE BLACK EYED PEAS DONT PHUNK W1TH MY HEARWcorc 1143 ■16 19.5 -35 33 37 FOO FIGHTERS BEST 0F Y0U RCA 442 19,27 -2 34 ; » 23 BUDYRUCKERS1 LiKE THE WAY m 933 -23 19.21 -28 35 REM WANDERLUST ,mWBm 197 18 18.84 
m 1" 

0 THE WHITE STRIPES MY D00RBELL XL 325 76 18.55 177 37 i- o NATE JAMES UNIVERSAL «E™ 473 35 18.48 ^0 38 'i MVP ROC YA B0DY (MIC CHECK1,2) fosniv» 709 7 18.07 -11 
39 KELLY CLARKSON S1NCE U BEEN G0NE SONYBMG 1088 0 17.54 -8 
40 62 ROB THOMAS L0NELY N0 MORE AIU,™ 1093 1753 -B 
41 B » RACHEL STEVENS S0 G000 mwoo» 654 17.52 -62 
42 33 19 BOBBY VALENTINO SLOW DOWN DEFJAM 511 15.99 -5 

'« 53 0 CIARA FEAT. LUDACRIS OH 483 15.94 43 
j 44 53 0 UNITING NATIONS Y0U& ME GOT 438 28 15.67 17 
145 51 90 RAZORLIGHT SOMEWHERE ELSE VERT,» 546 53 15.65 12 

46 20 91 JEM JUST A RIDE 1370 -5 15.61 -54 
- 101 ROBERT POST GOT NONE 192 22 14.31 123 
: 48 0 THE GAME DREAMS 356 44 14.21 28 

49 36 18 99 SNOOP DOGG/C WILSON/J TIMBERLAKE S1GNS 580 -23 13.99 -31 
50 V 0 STEREOPHONICS SUPERMAN V2 333 -29 13.97 •49 

■s« 

Providing 86.5/1% 

DANIEL POWTcRbAU 



New releases A 
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la Clark Songs Of My Life: Tlie Essential Petula Clark (Sanctuary Midline SMETD231) 

Hfa EsëT îi compilation. «■■BBEw- which gathers together 78 of lier Sixties and Seventies recordings for the Pye label on tliematic CDs titled Smnging Times, Mellow Moods and Beautiful Sounds. Many of Clark's best songs - Downtown, I Know A Place, My Love and Call Me spring inslantly to mind - were n-ritten and produced by Tony Halch. These treasures are punctualed here by outstanding album tracks, B-sides such as Love 1s A Long Joumey - one of several songs that prove Clark herself was no slouch as a writer - and foreign-Ianguage recordings. 
Biicks Fizz Tbe Ultimate Anthology (RCA 828767022242) 1 There have been 

this is undeniably the best, a double-disc delight that rounds up their 13 Top 40 hits and adds 
provide a rétrospective of their 
features a dozen rare tracks, mixes and solo material on a second. Although Bucks Fizz's 
Mind Up and Piece Of The Action were fairly tritc, they quickly shifted up a gear, thanks to producer and songwriter Andy Hill, who masterminded The Land Of Make Believe and My Caméra Never Lies, both of which appear here in original and previously unreleased remixes. 
Chuck Jackson Tribute To fihythm & Blues (Kent CDKEND 247) "1 Chuck Jackson vas so highly hought ofby I Burt Bacharach 1 and Hal David I that he got to ne of their best tur aheadofDion wick. M 
1966 albums which ncatly fit onlo a single CD and, as Jackson himself notes on tlie intro, "we pay tribute to the great ones in 

Albums 
FRONTLINE RELEASES DANCE □ALASKA VIRTUAL ViRTUOSOS Vibw (Ct 

□ FANHYPACK S£E YOU NEXT TUESOAY Ckit (CD GUTCD 46) 
Uuuwi mSOA FLY SCHOOL REUNION 1res (CD TRCO 002) □ I SELF DEVINE SELF DESTRUCTION Rhynewyws (CD RSE 0066CD) □ JUST1CE KfKJL AND DEADLY Tralfic (CD TEC 76503) □K1PE, MALC0LM UT Morck (C0 MERCK 037CO) 

□CUMIOONEFUNKYDISCO TRACKS Traf fie (LP LP 4040} 

□ VARI0US US ACAINST THE WORLD Barcotle (CD BARLP 01CD) □ VARIOUS LAIE NICHT REWORKS DownsaB (CD DSL 035CD) □ VARI0US TANGO TUSIOV aUB VOL 1 GfO?^ AlLxk (CD TFCCD 01) □VARIOUS PAUZt I Paioe (C0 PZRCD 201) □VARIOUS GENTLE ELECTRIC M0GUL (CD M0GUL 007) 
M WHATEVA. TREVA MUSICS MADE 0F MEM0R1ES Ninja Tune (CD ZENCD106 LP ZEN 106) 1 JAZZ □ BEATLEJAZZ WHH A UITIE HELP FR0M 0UR FRIENDS NOCTURNE (C0 546852) I Q DEL FRA, RICCARD0 ROSES AND ROOTS NOCTURNE (CD NTCD 373) ! □HARKELL GINA THE B1R0 IN ME RWP (CD 33VVM137) i □ JEFFERSON SWEET RENDEZ VOUS NOCTURNE (CD NTCD 371) i □KUPHUIS, TIM THE GRAPPELLI TRIBUTE RWP (CD RWP 0022C0) I □ RACHEL Z TRIO GRACE Chesky (CD JD 300) I □ TH1NG LM AT BLA Smalllcwn Supefsound (CD STSJ (WOCD) I □ WARREN. TREV0R DISASSEMBLER 33 Jaa (CD 33iAZZ 119) I □ WATES, MATT, SEXTET CH0ST DANCE Audio B (CD ABCD 5016) I 
POP 

□ ANDERS0N. AL PARIY FAV0URS Rytodsc (CD RCD10817) □ AZACHAL CODEX ANTITHEUS Avant Gante (CD AV 86) □ DEVIS FR0N0. THE L0ND0N ST0NE Rubric (CD RUB 023) □BLACK ICE TERRIBLE BIRDS Hurçry Eye (CD EYE 07C0) □ BLACK. JEFF TIN ULY Dual Tone (CD 8030201012022) □ BLA0E. ANDY 7REASURE HERE Cheny Red (CD C0BRED 2/9) □BRIAN J0NEST0WN MASSACREJHE STRUNG 0UT IN HEAVEN TVT (CD TVT 57802) 

□DEFUNKT OEFUNKT THERMONUCLEAR SWEAT Rykodtsc (CD HNCO1505) □DOPE AMERICAN ARATHY R>-kodisc (CD RCD 17303) □ENVEIOPES DEMON BriSe (CD NMENVCO101 LP NMENVLP101) 

Dff HALLS KNIHING NEEDLES AND BICYCLE BELLS Merçe (CD MRG 261C0) 

UP THE GH0ST Secretly Canadan (CD SC128) 
ROOTS □CRUZ, CELIA CELIA CRUZ Encore (CD ENC 037) QFA1RP0RT CONVENTION WOOD AND THE W1RE TaMng Etephant (CD TECD 082) 
□HAM1LT0N,DAVE DETROIT CITY GROOVES Ace (CD CDBGPD Ufl) P O KONONOIWJ. 1CONGOTRONICS Adie (LP ACHE 021) SI O MCGRECOR. FREDDIE C0>.11N IN TOUGH VP (CD VPCO1705 LP VPRL1705) P □VARIOUS GEORGE PHANG PRESENTS POWERHOUSC VOL 1EMI Catalogue (CO CDFL2042) E 

□NECRO THE SEXORCIST Psycho logical (CO PLR 00-15) □OHMECA WATTS THE F1N0Ubiqurty (CDURCD174) □ PRICE. SEAN MONKEY BARZ Duck Down ft P DDM 2011LP) rnia, oart- m FAI I TTv» Ch,h (fî) RIIR 00600) □RUB DJSJHE G01N BACK TO CALI The Rub (CO RUB 006CD) □VARIOUS MASIERCUTS SOUL WEEXENDER ARKC (CO MCUTCO 05) 

CATALOGUE & REISSUES 3 AEBASIVE WHEHS W1IES IHL PUNKS GO MARCHINC IN! Gel Wc (LP CEI 17P) □ AERIAL M POSE GLOBAL MUSIC Drag City (LP DC158) □ AERIAL H AERIAL M Drag City IIP DC M 

3BD0(Y, JACK RADIO SEARS OF AMERICA Sanctuary (CD CDAJA 5505) □ BONNIE PRINCE B1L1V EASE DOWN THE ROAD Drag City (LP PB 26) □BOÏS,™ THE BOYS Gel Bade (LP GET 35PI □ CAMP8EU, BIC BIU MICKIY HNE BACM (CD BACMCDO119) 7)CAN FimtBI DAYS Mute (CO SPOONSA 9) 3CSN LANDED Mute (CO SPOONSA 25) 3CAN SOON OVER BABALUMA Mute (CD SPOONSA 10! 3CflN (INUMi IE0 EDITION Mute (CO SPOONSA 23241 □ CARROU, UANE DOTLY B1RD Jaa (taise (CD JHCO 051) JCARBOU. LIANE SON Of DOUY B1B0 JaaHouse ICO JHCD 068) □ CHAOS UK ENOUCH TD MAKE YOO SICK Cheny Red (CD COPUNK12) □CIARK, PETULA PARISJDRlfANS/PARIS Ztre (CO Zore 101IA/BI □ ClINE, PATSV UVE AT THE OPRY Umenal (CD USP 422M2) □ COCHRAN, JACKIE (EL 1985 SESSIONS Ace (CD CDCHD10641 □ COCKBORN, BRUCE TROUBLE WIIH NORMAL Trac Nodh (CO IND 289) 

, BRUCE DANCING IN THE DRAGON JAWS True Korlh (CO TNO 287) ^ ITEA 20 TRACKS OfCOCOATEA EMI CataJogucICOCDTL 2044) □ COTTON. BIUY, AND HIS BAND WAKEY WAKEY Sandiuiy ICO CDAJA 5557) □ COWBOY JUNK1ES EARLY 21ST CENIORY BLUES Cotfcng Wnyl (CD C00KC0 352) 
□ DEATH CAB FOR CUHE SOMETHINC ABOUr AIRPLANES Barsuk (CO KRANG 005) □ OEAm CAB FOR CUT1E THE PHOTO ALBUM BaisiA (CO BARK 211 □ DEATH CAB FOR CITTIE WE HAVE THE TACTS AND WE ARE V0T1NG YES Bais* □ DEATH CAB FOR COTTE YOU CAN PLAYTHESES0NGSW1THIHESE CHOROS BaisiA 

□ EATEJI THE ALBUM (M Bad (LP GET 27P) □ FUNKADEUC COMPUTE KCORDIHGS T97681 Snappcr (CD SNAB 909CD10 □ GHOSIGHOST Drag City IIP DC 12701) □ CREEH DAY GREEH DAY X-POSED ttrane Dreras (CD CICD 7040) ! □ HAMMOHD, JOHN SO MANY ROADS Ace (CO VMD 791781 □ NUI. ANDREW JUDCEMfNT Blue NoteffiO 5638422) □ HUMER & JETHRO UNHAPPY DAY BACM (CO BACMCDO 061) ■E3HUSKY, FERLIN EAR  □ JACKMAN, DAVID VERHALT DICH RUH1G Oie Sladl (CO DS16) 
□ JACKSON, MICHAEL X-POSEO Chrome DreanB (CD CTCO 7036) NOV □ KINCSISTERS (TS LOVE LOVE LOVE Sandtury (CO CDAJA 5588) P □ KINC. BB K1NG SESSIONS 1958T960 Ace (CD CDCHM1049) P □ LEWIS, JERRY LEE SUN ESSENTIA1S Snappec (CO SNAB 904CD) P □ UNOISEARNE THE BEST OF EMI Catatajuc (CD COV 30091 E □ MACCOLLKIRSTY THE BEST 0FEMICatata)ue(CDC0V30O8) E □ HAUJN, BOB 51NGS WITH HIS GU1TAR BACM (CD BACMCDO 120) MAI □ MARLEY, BOB TRENCH TOWN ROCK Smppor (CD SNAB OOÛCDXl P □ MAYE1EIO, CURT1S SOUL LEGACY Snapper (CD SNAB 902C0X) P □ MAYnELD, CURTTS SUPERELY Snapper (00 SNAP 258CO) P □ MCCOY TURNER TIME FOR TYNER Btee Note (CD 5638402) E □MENACETHE MENACE FINAL ViNYLCcl BacklLPGETBP) c □MEHCURY.TREDDIE MAXIMUM FREDDIE MERCURY Chrcme Roams ICO ABCD 211) HO) □ METAUiCA COUECTORS BOX Chrcme Dceams (CD BSCO (s016) NO) □ MIDN1CHT CHOIR Ali I0M0RR0WS TEARS aillahoue (CD CRCO 626) P □ MITCHELU BLUE BOSS HORN Blue Note (CO 5638142) [ QMURPHY, ROSE CHEE CHEF GIRL Sincluaiy (CO COAJA 5486) p □ HICOIAY DUICH MASTERS VOL I HudtaWDielml (CD HBD OlOCO) c □ NUMAH, GARY ITV1NG ORNAMENIS 79 Bcggan Banutl (CO BEGA155CO) V/TI □ NUMAN, GARY LIVING ORNAMENTS 80 Beggais BauRuel (CD BEGA 15tCD0) VA1 □ NUMAH, GARY El VING ORNAUENT S 81 Bcqgars Banguet (CO BEGA 157CO) V/U □ OHOURKE JIM 8AD TIMING Drag Crty (LP DC 120) p □ OU)HAM,W]lEAliM0ST HEAVEN Dr.igCilyGPDC 123) p □ OLOHAM, Wltl JOYA Drag Cily (IP DC 107) „ □ OLDHAM, WIll AR1SE THERETORE Drag Cily (IP X 881 p □ PALACE BROTHERS DAYS IN THE WAKE Drag Oly (LP DC 50) p V'—™ iHMls "O ONE WHAT Wia IAKE CARE OF YOU Drag Cdy (LP OC 34) P □ PAUL FRANKIE 20 MASSIVE IBIS Fraillw (CO CDFL 2013) □ PIOfACECUBAVELCIM TO MEXICO liwhlc (CD UINI14DC0) □ PRESLEY, ELV1S A CELEBRATION Air (CD GF5 020(3) 



Albums listedtiiis week: 236 
Year to date: 7,161 Singles listedthis week: 141 
Year to date: 3,945 >■içieasfls information can be fexed to Owen ^020) W218327 or femailed to oweniglniœi. Records released 01.08.05 
r-ctnccs. EARl, REVUtTHE ANNtVTRSARY SPECIAt Coll (CDGOTTCO 024) nçno^oÉlLS EHUÎt !S NO FUriffiE BmaHc (tf 40004 P) gsmwJEWsWE,'ICA,'WAÎtROra!lClty(LPDCM,) 

f SRVa JEWS STABUTt VVAIKtRS9 Oly (LP OC 55) nsMITA J1MM* J!KtMV SU1111 AT TH|: 0RGAN W!- 3 a»! Note (CO 56381221 r sum 1*,HISK B!l" tel'(CD S63M',2, 
naMGDOCtORCAMEATOAWNDragCilytLPDCOSÎ Q SMOC PC-VOS OE SEVOI tOV Draq City (LP OC 160) 

i' SSlCjScAESBtOosCitlftU'DCSl) nsMOC KICKINC ACOUPLE AROOND Drag City (LP OC 81) nsiWCtftLDlOVEOagCitytlPDCôO) nTBOItEWftIKER PAPA AIffT SAtTY Bto Ordiid ICO BlUC 205C0) nTHOIllJRItt. ClAUDE 194647 HEP (CD HEPCO 74) nTHKHCOAE WOING IN SEVIE Rocttaise (CO BOCKCD 2412) niMAH HEEPSALISBURV tmurl (1P 41025 P) nvAHOUS 20 SJPER HIIS EMI CatabgrotCO COR 2040) nvHtlOUS RAGiNG sua (OSI) EMI Catalogue (CO 5603222) nvARIOUS GVV? NYC TCB Ace (00 CDKEND 249) □VAfilOUS 00 210CD, 

JsSSHSZ, H VAttlOltS GiRtB' RocUtwtse (CD BOCKCD 9001) 

3 COOm RY ROONO UP Air (CD Gf S 020! il ^VAPIOUSi I i ni 11 il j , , D VAHIOOS GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRE MUS1C VOL 3 Caftle (CD CCO 309) 3 VOODOO SWING WEL1 OKAV THEN RoctiiaK ICO ROCKCO 9508) 3=HAVES TALES OT OROINARY MADNESS Maine (CO MECA197!) 
3 J^SEIOPES.THE MAXIMUM WHITE STRIPES Ctucnie Dre» ICO AECO133) 

^ MUSIC DVD □ BRUCE JACK ROCKtECENDSCLrssjc Rai: (CRP1É64) Bte □ JACKSON, MICHAEl A REMARKABIE Lia CtiremeOreanBtCVIS 352) lixto □ K1NKS, TRE MUSIC IN REVIEW Classic RocL (CRP 1B54) 
latbi QVARIOUSACID ROCK Ckusi; Rode (CRP 1657) «itonpo □ VARIOUS FOLK ROCK Ctoc Rofc (CRP 1659) k ¥ Ratl □ WHITE STRIPES, TRE CANDV COLOURED BLUES diranc Dre» ICVIS 349) k ¥ Rail □ WISHBONE ASH ROCK LEOENDS tesic Rock (CRP 16501 

Singles 
DANCE QARUIP BAEY MOTRERTTBA Gmoie Allack OT CO 30026) □ARMSIEONC, DAVE LOVE HAS GOKE/TBA Eiemeam (12- ECR 009) □ASBERC, MACNUS VERBAL COMPETITION/TBA h Ois or a 005) □mAHnSAILAmlSflBASKnJNEQrSKYRTOEl) □AIOHIC ROOLICAN SHINE A UCHI/TBA Botcliil S Scarper (12- BOT 2047R) □BIOCSOUHD OUTSTANOING/TBA Pbslic Cily (12" PLAN 043) □EUIEROOM PROJECT LIQUID MOIION/TBA Snrar OE" SCREEN OUI □8RAIRSRAKERJUICV£fyT8AGlxK(Vflitef(I2"GH0STW005) 
□BROWN. SCOTT CALLY HY NAME/IBAEBEulion Phs ffi- PLUS 24) □CA1LDWAY, RICKY CET IIRIGHT/TBA Kaydee (T KO 008) □CAPONENOFOOlVTBATesl(12'TEST012) □ CASS10 WAREIWANNA SEE VDU FREAK/TBA Dopemx OT DW 070) □CHANKEl X RAVE TRE RHYTHWTBA Simply Vutfl 11? S12DJ 221) QCHARIVARIPSVCRO SAL16A/TBA Oomsal OZ DSL033) □ CHOCO NEW HARLEM SOUND EDETBA Ceilkld (l? CEE 1931 □ COlf, MAX MO HICH/TBA Wah Wah 02" WAH12007) 3 COIEITE VIRAI WM SHE 00 FOR L0VE7TBA 0m(12'0M I80SV) 30 OIGCLER MINIMALESTTBA Restai 02" RSP 025) 30ANNY BREAKS ANOTHER DIMENSION/TBA Grroe Alticlc{12- AZ 004) 

□VARIOUS SOMA OUBS 4/T6A Sonia 112" SOMA176) □VARIOUS CHANKa 4 SAMPEERTIBA Oulpul (12* OPR 801 □ VARIOUS CR2 ACAPE1LAS VOL 27TBA CR2(12' 12C2AC 02) □ VARIOUS EVIL NINE PRESETOS V4K/TBA Y4K Qr Y4K 013EP1) □ VARIOUS FRANTIC RESIDENTS 5 SAMPLLR/TBA NuLto IIP" 0688 PNUK1 □VARIOUS CtW/BOY RECORDS £P VOL J/TBA Simply Vnjl (12" 5120) 219) □ VARIOUS TW1STED BOX SET7TBA TikIKI (12- TWISTED 50010) □VARIOUS TRACK BV TRACK/TBA Front Ram W: FRLl 012) □ VARIOUS4 INAROWIBATicTxTocnrTnoaO) □ VERA. SIEPHAN EVE/TBA Kute (12-10 02) □ VULAIOBOS. RICHARD CHR0M0SUI/I6A Perlai 02- PERLON 481 □ XPLORER & DEEPULSE SILHÛUETTE/TBA IWlishœ- MTRR 0151 
POP 
□ AHIENNA BAND.TRE LIVERPOOL AHACK ATTACK ATTACK/I8A Anltm! (CO ART 002) 

3 01 BOOSTER MY EODV OVER VOUS BOOY/IBA Bain HRAKES, THE WORK WORK WORK PUB CLUB SLEEIYIBAV2 ICO WR 5032773 CD WH 5032778 RaWap 
Rodv'Pop 

□EDOY MŒTS YANNAH REACH THE SKY/TBA Compost (12" COUP 1921) JEC0EXPRE5S KNART7 4/TBA Nebida (12* NEBT 077) D ELITE FORCE PURE AND FREE/TBA Lot 49 (12* LOT 49009) JFALSE RIVER CAMPING/TBA Minus 02* MINUS 30) JFEVERRED REMIXES/TBA Real Time (12" KEM 019) JFREELAND, UNDA DEPER LOVE/IBAKaufhaus 02* KH 003) JFUDCE F1NCAS L(ANY HANDS ERTIBA Kudos (12" SP1202) DGIAMT PANDA SUPER EY/TBA Real fime 0?" TR 396006) JMEENSKEEPERS MAN IN THE HOUSE/TBA Ou (12" OM184SV) J HELLNER. MARC ASLEEP ON THE WING E/TBA Peacefrog (CD PTG 067CD12* PFG 0( J JANO ACT FLUDENT FICTION/TBA Losl Language 02* LOST 048) □JERSEY STREET AU STARS BLESSEDIS THE MAN/TBA PIAS (12* CHAIR 007T ON CHAIR 0070) 3 JONZON CAROIOLOGICAL STOMP/TBA Exacla Audio (12* EXACTA 008) J jJJDCE JULES & BK SEI2URE/TBA RIOT (12" RIOT 009) JKLEIN& 2ENKER HUMIOITY/TBA MuleHd (12" MUTO 026) JLONDON BEATS VOL 1/TBA London Beats 02" MJ 001) JUWESTAR NEW K1CKS/TBA Maris 02" MAR 002) J L0REN2. BOBBY THINK/TBA Skve (12" SLAVE 006) JMEUO, ROB CRITICAL/TBA Classic (12* CMC 00) JMIHEU no MAHER WHAT/TBA Fme2air 02' f 2A10TX) JMILESART ORCHESTRA TIME FOR PEACE/TBA Deteclo " " JMONTANA WANNA WIN YOU BACK7TBA Boss (12* BOS JMOSCOICANT STOP/TBA J-Funk 02" JFUHK OU) JMR SAM LYTEdOBA Maelstrom (12* MAELT 037)   MASSACRE/TBA Ryder Music (CD INVOEP 002) 
□25^ «RSATIONSTTBA19 Box Recordiugs 02" 19B0X 020) HST m Al ERT/TBA s,mP>V Vinji 02* S120J 220) HS^^RFATOEiyreASozBozQa-BOZOlODl) □ REDAMk^ WAVES RUX7T BA Rip (12* RIP 030) nD"iVu".,;'"SWVES p. m COME AROUNDTTBA Kudos 02* D1A 022) 
^^g^BAKMaKlorHIP'Km' 

^ HYPNOnc EROI1C GAMEVIBA Gui ICO CDGUS161 " E ORlON/TBA Gel Ptusial 02" GPM 035) aîSS 

□ SULLIVAN, KATE1 HE CLAPPING SONG/TBA Triple A (CD TARCO OOU SI TEST ICICLES BOA VS PYTHON/TBA Domino (CO RUG 205C0 T RUG 2050 ON RUG 2050) ■ TEXAS GETAWAY/TBA Mercury (CO 98729-14 CO 9872946 OVO 9372945) M TURIN BRAKES OVER AND 0VER7TBA Source (CO SOURCD U4 CD SOURCOX114 r SOUR11 □URBAN COOKIE COUf CTIVE THE KEY, THE SECRET/TBA Simply Vai)102* S12DJ 218) 

□ CAMPBELL. WILLIAM LOCAL MAN RUINS EVERYTH1NG/TBA Fantaslic Plastic (T FP 7048) V/l 
□ MY AWESOME COMPILATION PUT UP A FIGKT/TBA Sorepoint (7* SORE (MIS) □ ROYAL TRUX 3 SONG CP Drag City 02* OC 151) □SIGHTING DIVORCE SERIES 3/TBA Ache (T ACHE 019) □ SILVER JEWS TENNESEE/TBA Drag City 02* DC 216) □ SMOG NEATH THE PUKE TREE/TBA Drag City (12* DC 1%) □ SPACE SIREN VERSCHWENDE DEINE JUGENO/TBA Transfonned Dreams (T OREAM 34) □ TOYS THAT KIU DONT TAKE MY CLONE/TBA Oalnap (T ZZZ 56) □TRASHMONKEYS NOBOOY/TBA LAge D'Or (7" LADO171267) □VAN DER KIU ECHO BEACH/JBA Global Wamwg (CD WARMCO 27) 
□ BROWN. KEV WORK IN PROGRESS/TBAUp AboreOT UASlOS) □cage HELLS WINTER/TBA Dc-f Jux (10* OJX119) ■ CIARA OH/TBA Sony/BMC (CD 82876711362) □DIVERSION TACTICS MURDER BY OASS VOL VI BA Boot (12* BFP < □UOOLEY 0 SOAPSTBA Lewis 02* LTV^IS 00912) □ LOOTPACK V/EEDEIVI BA Stooes Thrcw 02* STH 2027) □MED GET BACK/TBA Slorv-s Hirw ( 

DrumS Boss □PUTINUM PIED PIPERS.THE SHÛ1CUN/TBA Ukquùy (12* UR12181) Frog-Haw! □SUBTLE LONG VEIN OF THE LAWTBA Lex(12" LEX 028) □ SWAY TROUBLE/TBA Up Abow (12* UA 3KM) 

"wm rAIT,VTEA ftaiw "2" FUIENT QlHoSj^WT^BA ûgxuur TAC 006) 
sSssssïïs-'ssr 0"™5ïîï£Ï;',Î£ ..rm 

i V1N0 YANC TW1NS WAIT (THE LVHISPEB SCSC)/IEA 

the H&IÎ field - not copy..,pay tributc." It's probably true to say thaï bis recording of The Rolling Stones' Satisfaction owes a little ta Otis Redding but he generally provides unique interprétations, such as bis version of Bobby Hebb's Sunny, where, although 

Is A Gunslinger (Chess/Geffen B00176102)/St Louis To Liverpool (800168702), After School Session (B00016852) The legendary Chess labels albums are I expanded and 
célébra te fock'n'rolTs 50th birthday even though (a) 2004- marked its SOth annivei-sary and (b) the albums here date fi-om 1961,1957 and 1964, respectively. No matter - 

revival, they're worthy. Is A Gunslinger is a typical Diddley album, with that bedrock beat underpinning the songs. The Chuck Berry albums are even more impressive with After School Session, a blinding début that marks it as one of the top rock'n'roll albums of its Urne, and the arguably even better St Louis To Liverpool, recorded after Berry spent a spell in jail and brimful of great songs such as No Particular Place To Go, You Never Can Tell and Little Marie. Ali three albums boast upgraded Sound, bonus tracks and extensive liner notes. 
Under The Blossom: The Anthology (Castle CMQDDU67) Short-lived but 

between progressive and hard 
intelligent twist. They rel 

m 

m 
MGM, Rawls secured the two biggest albums of bis career after i International in 1976. The pair wrote the hit You'U Never Find Another Love Like Mine, which lits his smooth, baritone like a tailored glove and helped AU Things In Time to sell 1m copies in the US. Unnustakably Lou is perhaps an even better album and eontains the hit See You When 1 Git There, the hopefiil Spring Again and thc jazzy ballad Early Morning Love. Alan Jones 



Singles 

James Blunt remains on top and is joined in 
the Top Ten by new entries from Lee Ryan, 
Daddy Yankee and Paul Weller, while Roll 
Deep fall short at II 

The Officiai UK 

>: 

JAMES BLUNT YOU'RE BEAUTIFUL 
a 

âà l OilEERYANARMYOFLOVERS 
5 QIDADDYYANKEEGASOLINA 6 © PAULWELLERFROMTHE 

CHARLOnE CHURCH CRAZY CH1CK 10; OI ROLL DEEP THE AVENUE 
CRAZY FROG AXEL F MlVKfillil fannriBMG WlBnwg) ROLL DEEP THE AVENUE 

3 MAXIMOPARK 
19 n i CREEN DAY WAKE ME DP WHEN SEPTEMBER ENDS AUDIO BULLYS FEAT. NANCY SINATRA SHOT YOU DOWN 

M BOBBY VALENTINO SLOW DOWN 

DEEP DISH SAYHELLO 
ELTONJOHN 
BODYROCKERS 1 L1KE I Hb WAY 

RACHELSTEVENSSOGOOD 
HOi ELTON JOHNELECTR1CITY 

AMERIE1THING 
HEATHER SMALL PROUD 

O INAYA DAY f JASFY GIRL 

I I 



Singles Chart 

WILL SMITH SWITCH 

m 

[ÏGHÎS 92-73 în tlie (ast 
3.332 - n 64,9% 

OMARION 0 
40)0 STUDIO BISEE GIRLS 

THE GAME FEAT. 50 CENT HATE IT OR LOVE 1T 
62 Us 

FAT JOE FEAT. NELLY CET ITPOFHIN 
THE PADDINGTONS 50 TO A POUND 
NATE JAMES UNIVERSAL Jïwte„, 
3UPÎterace FT SHEENA1000 YEAKS (jOSÏTEAVE MENOW) 
JAMES BLUNTW1SEMEN 



Albums i 

Michael Jackson returns to the chart with a 
new hits package, but James Blunt remains 
in charge at the top with his Back To 
Bedlam début album. 

jjajjjafflŒï 
L 

VflRIOUS flRTISTS ESSENTIAL R&B 

THE KILLERS HOI FUI BASEMENTJAXXTHESIf 
MAXIMO PARK A CEF STEREOPHOHIC5LANGyAGESEX.V10LENCE.OTHER? THE WHITE STR1PES CET BEH1ND ME SATAN BIOCPARTY SUENT AlARM FRANK BIACKHONEYCOMB ANTONY & THE JOHNSONSIAM A BIRD NCT THE ARCADE PIRE FUNERAL 

Clarkson lias sold 4,911,618 copies of îicr firsttyïo 

Clarkson's 2003 

po PAUl WELLER FROM THE FlOORBOARDS UP ntf 20 BIOCPARTY THEP10NEERS WidùKP) 3 0 MAXIMO PARK GOINGMISSING wmwriffi 4 1 CRAZYFROGAXELF CrtU» 50 INME7WEEKS 6.0 NATE JAMES UNIVERSAl «VSTmih 7 2 UMON JEU.Y MAX' TH1NGS R1GHT mWHt 8,4; PONDLIFE RING OING OING Col 10 9 Oi SUNSHINE UNDERGROUND PUT Y0U1NY0URPIACE OKtodmOTW 10 6 BIZARRE ROCKSTAR SjrWOTUrMoW 

the Officiai UK 

JAMES BLUNT BACK TO BEDLAM ® 

3 2 7 COLDPLAYX&Y®.®- 
nr m FAÏtHLESS FOREVER FAITHLhSS - 1 Ht UKtAÎEST HITS ® 
h 4 20 KAISER CHIEFS EMPLOYMEN1 ® 
16 6 30 JEFF WAYNE THE WAR OF THE WORLDS cow^soooi™ 

U 44 GREEN DAY AMERICAN IDIOT ®. ® 2 
8 7 16 MARI AH C1REV . • iIlONOFMIMl® 

i 9 n 63 KEANE 1 ® 
10 à ¥ KELLY CLARKSON 1  , 
11 FOO FICHIERS - . • 
12 5 2 CHARLOTTE CHURCH T1SSUES AND ISSUES 
13 » 59 THE KILLERS HOT FUSS ® i LrttauZAraim 
14 B 51 RAZORLIGHT UP ALL NIGHT ® 2 

! 15 29 9 GORILLAZ DEMON DAYS® _ G09DH,liE) CmMtorMmMAWDn». PlUpteGOBOHll® 16 13 3 HARD-FI STARS OF CCTV ® 
17 B 35 GWEN STEFANI LOVE ANGEL MUSIC BABY ® 2 ® 1 
18 14 38 JOSS STONE MIND BODY&SOUL® 2® ! 

! 19 24 6 THE MAGIC NUMBERS THE MAGIC NUMBERS ® 
20 18 B OASKDONT BELIEVE THE TRUTH ® 2 

|,21| 25 26 KT TUNSTALL EYE TO THE TELESCOPE ® 
22 s 26 REM IN TIME - THE BEST OF -1988-2003 ® 3 ® 2 
23 B 22 JEM FINALLY WOKEN © 
24 2, 13 JACK JOHNSON IN BETWEEN DREAMS ® 
25 22 9 JAMIROQUAI DYNAMITE 
26 27 3 SAM COOKE PORTRAIT OF A LEGEND ® 
27 20 20 JOHN LEGENO CET LIFTED® Ltgcnd/West/TozEf/Harris/Wifl 1 am Cctsnbia 05185772 (TEN) 28 23 8 2PAC LOYAL TO THE GAME© 
29 67 28 eminem:encore®3®2 
30 59 7 QUEEN LIVE AT WEMBLEY STADIUM '86 0««4 RshaHiom 5910322 (D 31 31 77 SCISSOR SISTERS SCISSOR SISTERS ® 2 © 2 ScrssorSBlers Polnlor 9866058 (01 32 32 2 GIPSY KINGS THE VERY BEST OF 
33 35 20 50 CENTTHE MASSACRE®®, 
34 // STEPHEN FRETWELL MAGPIE 
35 19 3 THE OFFSPRING GREATEST HITS 

i36 38 68 SNOW PATROL FINAL STRAW ®, ®, 
37 28 18 BASEMENT JAXX THE SINGLES ® 

i38 36 7 THE WH111S1 RIPES GET BEHIND ME SATAN ^4=    XLXLCOHIMIHB 

» I 



ums Chart 

11/& 

IT 1 VARIOUS GATECRASHER CLASSICS UUsinOfScmifO) 
T 2 VARIOUS RENAISSANCE-THE CLASSICS i VARIOUS IN THE MIX-REVIVAL vjwvwiB S VARIOUSR&BDANCEMIX fe.EASiviswn 5 VARIOUS THE BEST BBQ ALBUM EVER wurmT mtm 39 

TÔ 2 
JHtbAlvlb IHtUUCUMtNlAKY® ~ 

15. Gonllaz With FgqI Good lue continuing a slow and stately 
singles chart. Gorillaz-mania is flaring again with 
upcoming follow- 
result. their Démon Days 
weeks of décliné to bounce back 
prevîously moved 1-2-6-9-11-19-26- 29 - jurnps to number 15, with sales of 14,737 
45.5% Increase 
The album's nine week sales tally of 326.506 place It well ahead of their solf-titled 2001 début, which had solcl 185,715 copies atthe Mme stage. 

4 
1 VARIOUS CLUBLAND 7 wokhk. i VARIOUSESSENT1ALR&B-SUMMER2005 .... „ . PINK FLOYD ECHÔES - TEIE HES1 OF 0 -• 0, 

T r VARIOUS THE IATINO MIX imEMGWMtïafi 4, 65 JOSS STONE 1 Ht1 ODE SESSIONS 0 , &, "   9 h j VARIOUS KISS PTS HIP HOP CUSSICS ufcmj n» i VARIOUS THE BANDS 05-II vm-Tuirn 42 2 ROYKSOPP THE UNÛERSTANDING   m ) VARIOUS ELECTRIC80'S s,-, BV.;T;(AW 
43 34 ' 13|l 2 VARIOUS HAPFYSONGS v^bub 44 ■■ OASISjWHAT'S 1 HE S TORY) M0RN1NG GLORY? ®,, " ' ' ' 14 Ç 15 I 1 VARIOUS HAIRBRUSH DIVAS PRESENTS S1NG-A-L0NG SUMMER votiib, 3 VARIOUS NOW THATS WHATICALL MUSIC160 EyiAW^trJ-i 4b 8 THE BLACK EYED PEAb MONKEY BUSINESS ® wllijnv'Bcortl/rBnbaLwd.^pIdOiip/NoCTTrip . 16 C î VARIOUSTEENAGE KICKS wiwmSb»,») 
46 37 » STEREOPHONICS EANGUAGE.SEX.VIOLENCE.OTHER? ® 17 I 1 VARIOUS NOVELTV NO 1S 18 1' I VARIOUS MASSIVE R&8 sarwsivwiw. 4/ 0 8 ELTON JOHN PEACHTREE ROAD ® " ^ 19 i; 20 C T VARIOUS DRIVING ROCK BAUADS vq.vFj,iirt: 
48 
49 
50 

3, 38 
ELVIS PRESLEY ELV1S - 30 #1 HITS ® i ® 7 
12 HOW TO DISMANTLE AN AÏÏMC BOMB ® 4 ® 3 
LUCIE SILVASBREATHEIN® jll'i 

51 
52 35 

T04 COLDPLAY A RUSH OF BLOOD TO THE HEAD ® 7 ® 4 
R.KELLY TP 3 RELOADED 

0 1 | VARIOUSGAUCRASHERCLASSÎCS «r-ir.e.&w!» N 3 ! FAITHLESS fOREVER FAITHLESS - THE GREATEST HFTS (X^xasv, 
EJOI VARIOUS N1CK WARREN - SHANGHAI 53 45 35 SNOOP DOGC R & G - THE MASTERPIECE ® 514 BASEMENT JAXX THE SINGLES >. ,v.^n 

54 40 3 MisSY ELLIOTT THE COOKBOOK 6 5 | VARIOUS RENAISSANCE - THE CLASSICS mm 7 ol VARIOUS R&8 OANCE MIX 5-. Bisreuwi 55 0 5 M PEOPLE FEAT. HEATHER SMALL ULT1MATE COLLECTION MREOPte/Witese Son» BMC 82876669192 (ASM) si© VARIOUSA2UUPTSSPACEIB1ZA2005 a,-,1..! ib;. 9 ©j DEEPD1SHSAYHELL0 r.rr-o 56 DANNY SEWARD WHERE MY HEARTIS Cmta&ss ljtalïVIC[l722IEI 10 7 , MVLÛ DESTROY ROCK N ROLL 
57 57 25 AKON TROUBLE® «ntOlfcalUKCtoUtowIOOS 
58 « 64 THE BLACK EYED PEAS ELEPHUNK ® 4 ® 3 irl i (01 :WH[(/il a.' HT 
59 0 16 SHANIA TWAIN GREATEST HITS ® 2 ® 1 B 2 1 GREEN DAY AMERICAN IDIOT R^.«(r£M 60 50 130 COLDPLAY PARACHUTES ® 7 ® 2 2 1 j FOO FIGHTERS IN YOUR HONOR pcaiarvi 
61 © 10 NATALIEIMBRUGLIA COUNTING DOWN THE DAYS © 

34. Stephcn 
Although Stephen Fretwell's new single Emlly bas attracted a lot of radio support - it 1s 12 on the 
woek-it makesa 
42 on the singles chart-but it seems to be 
sales. Fretwell's Magpie album 
short of the Top J 200 and attracting modest sales of 8,976, before it fînally 
at 112 last week. 
34. with sales up 3735% week-on- weekat 8564. 

4 5 I TRIVIUM ASCENDANCY r: , lL0 62 46 42 KASABIAN KASABIAN ® M PAI!4Dlstl6WIÎV) 
5 4 6 7 ; GREEN DAY INTERNATIONAL SUPERHITS ^ 

63 48 367 PINK FLOYD THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON ® 9 7 6 i VELVET REVOLVER CONTRABANO rcaWRW 
| 64 0 MAXIMO PARK A CERTAIN TRIGGER ® 9 9 IFUNERALFORAFRIENDHOURS Atirtcdno 65 51 32 GREEN DAY INTERNATIONAL SUPERHITS ® 10 10 ! AU(ALINE TRIO CRIMSON «vthq : The Officiai UK ClurU Company 2005 

67 o 
DAMIEN RICE 0 ® 3 ® 1 osmiin» «00201 otNi 
FOO FIGHTERS ONE BY ONE ® œs?™»?» [j; 

1 68 0 4, JAMIE CULLUM TWENTYSOMETHING ® j ® 1 y. COLDPLAY X&Y JAMES BLUNT BACK TOBEDLAM Aife-.b. 69 M THE ISLEY BROTHERS SUMMER BREEZE - GREAI EbT HITS 3 j 3 SCISSOR SISTERS SCISSOR S1STERS po^r KEANE HOPES AND FEARS isbnd To 
71 

47 3 THE SUBWAYS YOUNG FOR ETERN1FY «82564624842™ 5 4 61 6 THE KILLERS HOT FUSS L^k-J GREEN DAY AMERICAN IDIOT 
"Il 
"tT 

74 
75 

GORILLAZGORILLAZ®:'©! pjmwmotmœi 
CIARA GQOMES® 

7 7 GWEN STEFANI LOVE ANGEL MUSIC BABY i-.u^ G4G4 s-.i> Vu-x 9 9 TONY CHRISTIE DEFINITIVE COUECTION ourv 0 R0LL DEEP IN AT THE DEEP END ^cobwo loin KAISER CHIEFS EMPLOYMENÎ b ^ ^ 

ô 
OASIS DF.^iNjElY iV'ÀYBF ® ■ 12i 10 OASIS DONT BELIEVE THE TRUTH ay 15 1 BlOC PART Y SIEENT ALARM . «KuwroiTscom 13 13 14 14 15 15 

BASEMENT JAXX THE SINGLES xi 50 CENT THE MASSACRE im^ 

ratqrùcki 14 aavPATm36 IS?» ROtl WFP73 NSS*34 «WWIESTRWS» 
17 17 18 18 

ATHLETE T0UR1ST P.*^ STEREOPHONICS LANGUA6E SEX VIOLENCE OTHER vz FRANZ FERDINAND FRANZ FERDINAND Dan-•. 
u*nûïl}40 BOreSOPPA? raEBOSaCE»tOPtAS45.S3 U2« ,te,DttUnin«onl, SAMCOOKE26 ,"ECAW3lmin)469 79 In Febmarv, 20i 21 FOO FIGHTERS IN YOUR HONOUR "Uivs? SHANIA TWAIN 59 IWK[U£I513 1 ë; The Olfical UK Ourts Cocçany 2005 
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MTE ■■GREAT 

! P U B L I C I T Y ! 

www.quitegreat.co.uk 

Creative; National: Régional: Student: Online PR 

Tel:+44(0)1223 830111 
E-mail: harvey@quitegreat.co.uk 

MD; Pete Bassett 

m 
IMUSIC ISOUR LIFE! 

From Van Morrison to full label pr; 
from Michael Nyman to club venue pr; 

from Chris Rea to catalogue promotion; 
from Brian Eno to some of the best new bands around.. 

Quite Great has it covered! 


